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1 • ~ NTRODUCT t 01\ 
1.1 General Remarks 
The pivotal assumption of working stress desfgn is th2t if the 
working stresses in the structure do not exceed certain levels, the structure 
if.:fl1 behave satisfactorily" en order to pro?ortton the sectio~s to satIsfy 
the 1 lGits imposed en the flexural stresses, ft rs Gecessary to know the 
ffi2xirr.um mo:.;ent &.t those sections. For eX2mple~ [t ~s known that the posft1ve 
mome~t in 2 continuous beam on supports which offer no restraint may be 
doubled if alternate spans are loaded. The negative mo~ents rna)' ~ncre2se by 
25 percent under the pertinent loading. !n such a beam tne total desfgn 
mo~ents exceed the static moments cons~der2bly. 
The use of working stress design for s12bs makes it necessary to 
know the effects of pattern loads on the mo~ent5o The analyses of a three-
dI~ensio~al structure is more difficult and s because of the diverse backgrounds 
of the design methods for different types of slabs v pattern loads are not 
treated L!niformlyo The des~gn moments for two-\'llay slabs are based on checker-
board lo3cs g;v1ng maximum mQ~ents whi 1e flat slab design methods large1y 
igno~e p3~te~n loadso 
\:ith the development and acceptance of limit design methods s the 
need fo~ des;5~in9 for more than the static moment has been questioned. 
Li~!t des1s~ t2kes advantage of moment redistr~but~on and if the total stat~c 
moment 15 provided~ the strength of the structure is unimpaired. The moments 
will be red~stributed to the sections unt! ~ the full capacity of each is 
uti lized. However p acccT.panying the rotatio~s of the sectio~s necessary for 
mOJient redistributio~ are large deflect~ons and additional cracking. These 
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factors may render the structure unserviceable even though the strength is 
2dequateo ~t is necessary to consider the effects of pattern loads and it 
may be adves2b1e to tITipose ce~t2[n rr:tncmuffi restrfctfons o~ the mOT:ent fncrease~, 
~n order to s2t!sfy serviceab1 l~ty require~entso 
~ study of pattern loads is therefore necessary ~o enable the 
Qes~gner to estimate the effects of such loadings on floor S12DS. tn this 
repGrt~ the available fnformatlon [s brought together and correlatsd to provfde 
a u~~f~sd approach for determining the effects of pattern load[ngs in slabs. 
~.z Object and Scope 
The object of thls study is to develop a design procedure to determine 
the effects or p2ttern 10ads o~ re1nforced concrete fioor slabs. The procedure 
~s ~ntended to provide a uniffed approach to the problem of pattern loads in 
rectansuiar slabs of a1 I types. 
The exper:~enta1 1nformation USed irc deveiop~ng the des1gn procedure 
~!as obtarr:sd from Tnve test structures~ a flat plateD two fiat slabs, and ttz-lO 
two-way slabso The stra!ns and deflections measured under pattern load~ngs are 
d~scussedo MQ~ents under pattern loadings are compared with those under unnrorm 
;oads and 2150 with design mO~eOtt5o 
A cc~p! lation of exrsting theoretical solutions in which pattern 
loads are co~s~dered ~s made for a range of varnous support cond~t~onso 
Exte~s!ons or these theoret1cal solutoons are made to cover cases not aV2D !able 
The f1ve test structures are descrobed bruef!y in Chapter 2 which 
also contains a d~Scu5sion of their behavioro Chapter 3 is 2 discussion of 
the meas.ured mo:-nents and a CO:'TIp3:-~S,0J1 or me2sure.a un~form and pattern lo2d 
mo~ents. The theoreticsl ~olutIons are comp~ led ~n Chapter 40 Chapter 5 ~s 
2. discussion of current des19U! me.thods and 2: cOTtpar;SOC1 of des~gOl wIth 
measured mome~ts is i~cludedo The procedure for estlmat~ng the effects of 
pattern loads ls gtven In Cha~~er 6. A fra~e 2~21y~is is given in the 
Append~x for' c2Icl'lat~ng mo:nents in floc:;, sLs.b:::o A ~,ul::rt'T:2r'y or the ~,tudy is 
given in Chapter 70 
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ic4 Notat1c~ E~d De~inftlons 
--,..,. ..... ~~-.----.. 
hcvable 102d the load that can be pcsftro~ed to create 
maxImum mo~ents 
Per~anent load = the load that ~s statIonary or. in so~e CEses s 
the dead load 
Totc 1 10a0 = SU8 of movable and permanent loads 
[I,o:rten t r 2 t t 0 = mo~ent in a structure under pattern load divided 
by the uniform load moment E designated by 7 
= movable load drvided by the total load, designated 
by f3 
Fattern rat i 0 = pattern Ioad mo:nent di vi ded by urd form load mo:nent 
des~gnated by aD generally used for theoretical 
mo~ents when the load ratio ~ = 1 
a span length in dfirectfion in whfich mo~ents are consfcered 
a pattern ratio 
aC8~aST= pattern ratio for checkerboard and strip 10ads~ respectiveiy 
b ::;: span length nn dBrect~on perpendncular to.§. 
b? :; 
e 
the length (the larger dlme~sion) of each rectangular section 
of the beam ... 
~ - load ratio 
alb = aspect rat fl a 
c = diameter or width of cOlumn or capfita! 
c 1 = diameter or width of column or capo ta 1 in direction of span 
considered 
c 
-5~ 
diameter or width of column or capital in direction 
perpendicular to that of span considered 
a measure of the torsional r~g~dity of a beam (See 
Section A.2 of the Appendix) -
a measure of torsional rigidity of a beam in the direction 
of the ~pans a and b 
;' == IT: o:n IS fl t rat 1 0 
E ffiodulus of elast~crty 
.$:( 
c 
C 
~ , 
r 
.r:. 
I 
Y 
h 
h 
I' • , 
, 
= 
== 
= 
== 
== 
co:npress[ve strength of concrete 
modulus of rupture of concrete 
yield stre~s of steel 
story he~ght 
the height (the larolSr d[mension) of each rectangular 
section of the beam 
K == relative flexural stiffness of beam 
Ha == E~a/bNs Hb == E~b/aNv relative flexural stiffnesses of beams 
spanning in a and b directions g respect~vely 
= moment of lnertoa of gross uncracked sect~on of member 
J == relative torsno~ai stnffness of beam 
J
a 
= GC
a
/aN 1 J b == GCb/bN s relative torsional stiffnesses in a and 
b direet!ons v respect~vety 
k ,k !Jkb = 
c s 
K :::: 
num2rical factors reflecting the slope and support conditions 
of a member 
2: k Ei l/h ceo, 
2:(k- En-l~b + k EU b )/a 5 ~ a ' eam 
ratno of column stiffnesses at a 
joint to stfffnesses of other members framing into the joint 
K. :::: stiffness of the beam-to-column COmbGU1atQOn 
--be 
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L == span length 
Ll - spar. length in cErection considered 
~ 
== 1;..", 
L 
length !n directio~ perpendlcuiar to span considered 
~\ .. -. a constant ~hich ~s a function of the cro~s section of a 
m1 = a distributed torQue applied along the axis of the beam 
t,~ ever-age mo;nent across asset i on 
h == su:n of positive and negative mO:TI8nts tbl Q panei 
o 
q 
Q) 
t 
t 1 
t2 
T 
average mo~snts across a section due to check~rboard and 
strip loads. respect.ively 
3 2 
== Et 112(1-~ )1 a measure of the plate stiffness 
== distrubuted load per unit of area 
== angle or twi st per urd t or length 
== thfickrtess of a plate 
- ffifnimum thickness of a fiat slab 
== thickness of flat slab and drop panel 
= twisting moment 
total angle of rotation (caused by an arbitrary moment) of 
the end of a column without translatIon of either end 
B ::;; the ave.rage angle of rotation of a beam ~':'! th respect to the t 
column 
W :;; total load on a panel 
\.f \<;1 
';D D 'L == total dead and i 0 ve ioads on a penel 
- i-
2. BEHAV~OR OF TEST STRUCTURES U~DER PATTERN LOAD~NGS 
2. i tnt rod1Jctory Rema rks 
The effects of pattern loads are most easi Iy studied and observed 
in terms of deflections and cracking which may be readi ly visible if excessrve. 
Sfnce deflections and crackfng are me~sures of serviceabf lity. they are studied 
in order to determine the signiffcance of pattern loads on behav[cr of struc-
tures. Theoret! c~.1 stUQres offer little i~form2ticn O~ deflectlo~~ I EriC: nene en 
crack~ng s~nce they are concerned with an elastic material. ~t is necessary 
to turn to experimental studies tc determine the behavior of structures under 
pattern loads. 
A series of structures were built and tested at the University of 
~ Ilinoiso These structures have been fully described fn References 1 through 
6. 8rief descrnptfor.s cf the structures are geven ~~ thes chaptero L02ding 
patterns and load levels are 21so discussed. Deflections 2nd strains under 
uniform loads are co~p2red w~th those measured under pattern loads. A generai 
discussion of the serviceabi Inty of the structures concludes the chapter. 
202 Description of the Test Structures 
A tota 1 of f 1 ve st ructures t'Jere ~ Ii1C 1 uded ~ n the Un l vers! ty of 
~ llinois floor slab test programo They are designated as follows: 
Fl Flat Plate 
f2 Flat S!ab 
-- F3 Flat Slab Reinforced wo th Welded-Wire Fabr1c 
Tl Typical Two-Hay Stab 
T2 Two-via}, St2b w~th 5ha I low Beams 
The abbreviated notations wi 11 be used un the fol1owo~g dfiscuss!on p f~gures 
and tableso 
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All the structures were desfgned according to the controllIng 
criteria in the ACI Sui ld!ng Code Requiremen~s for Reinforced Concrete 3i8-56 
(hereafter referred to as the ACI Code~ Ref. 7). except T2 which was ~odffied 
so that the beams were less stiff thEn in 2 typical design. Structures F1s 
FZ ~~d F3 were desfgned acco~dln3 to the Empfr!cal ~s~hod or Se~t[cn 1004 cf 
the ACt C~~e by the firm of Dl Stasio and van Buren. Cons~Itlng Engfneers, 
[~e:t''' Yo;-'k 0 St ructure T 1 We s des 1 gtied fo i 1 olrd n9 f{ethod C of Sect ion 7QS of 
the ;,C[ Code for :!Tt'~:)-L!2Y Sy~tems vdth Supports on Four S1des. cn This design 
~as carr~ed out by the firm of Paul Rogers and Associates. Chicago. Struct~re 
T2 was deslgned on the basis of two fundament2i criteria. The first ~2S th2t 
the, tctal desugn mo:nerLt \'-.'2S taker. 2S the stat!c mO:TIent or 0.125 ~!LQ The 
second W2S that the behavior and strength were to be intermediate between 
The structures. 2S designed. had 20-ft square panels. The structures 
constructed In the laboratory were quarter-sc21e and had 5-ft square panelso 
All structures had nine paneis arranged three by three. 
Layouts of the test structures are shown in fogs. 2.1 D 2.2 and 203. 
The data gBven in the f~gures inciude beam and column dimensions. The fiat 
slabs F2 and F3 had the 5zme dimension5~ the only difference being the rein-
forcement. The properties of the materials used ~n construction of the test 
structures are g~ven ~n Table 10 The experimental program consisted of 
construction v loading and analysis of the structures. Each slab was loaded 
~n a serres of tests including both uniform and pattern loads. Deflection 
and stratin data were recorded at the dnfferent load levels in each indivudual 
10ad test" 
-9-
Strains were obtained by placing eJectr~cal res~stance straIn gages 
on the relnforcernent. Gage:: were p12ced to take c3civantage of sym:netry or 
the structures a~d reduce the number of gages requIred. 
Deflections were measured by means of mechanical deflection dials 
at 33 locations on the siab~. Readings were taken at the midpoints of the 
panels and at the midpoints of the column centerlineso-
Crack patterns were recorded after selected load levels had been 
reached. The structures ware examined for cracking by means of R2gG~ryins 
gl2s~e5 and were then ~2rked and photoqraphed. 
203 LC2dr~q Patterns on the Test Structures 
All structures were subjected to uniform loading (ali panels loaded) 
and to pattern ioaciiGg consIsting of strips of three panels in structures FIt 
F2 and F3 and checkerboard patterns in TI and T20 The patterns are shown in 
F~g. 2.40 The deflection or mo:neot ~ldch HS ffioximnzed by the loading pattern 
is also indicatedo 
Loads were applied to the structure by mea~s of a hydraulic jack 
systemo The load was distr~buted over each pane~ by a serGes of frames which 
resulted in a 16-point loading o An over-all view of one of the structures 
is shown !n Figo 205. 
The loads were measured with ring dynamo~eters arod also w~th the 
large H-frames which can be seen in fDgo 2050 These dynamometers were made 
up of four-arm bridges and gave accurate readings as well as providing a 
double check on the loadIng fin each panel o 
Each test consisted of the applicat80n of load to a given levelo 
The load was applied in predeterm~ned incrementso The number of Dncreme~ts 
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depended on the max~mum level of loading, the previous loading historYI and 
the expected behavior of the slab. Data were recorded at the initial zero 
loads at each 10ad increment. and again at zero loads followins load~ng. 
The actual dead load of the test structures ~2S less than the 
dss~S~ dead load and to cG~?ensate fer this. the applfed load was 1~creassd 
-
In the uniform load tests. However~ in the pattern load tests. t~e total 
dead load was net reached by a~plyinE additional load. Rather than use dead 
load and live load terminology» it is ~ore apprc~riate to use the terms 
(sum of permanent and movable loads) is especrally important in pattern loads 
~[L1ce the lower the ratio the less the effect of pattern loads. ~f the 
movable to total load ratio is zero or all the load is permanent lead! pattern 
loads ere not possible. 
The movable and per~2nent loads en the test structures under pattern 
load~Olgs, are summarized be 1 o'v>'. 
~1ovab 1 e Permanent Total Novab1e load 
Structure load~ psf Load n psf load p psf Total Load 
Fl 111 44 155 0072 
f2 241 44 285 0085 
F3 300 85 385 0078 
T] 174 41 215 0081 
T2 ]4 ! 75 215 0066 
204 Effect of Pattern loadfinQs on Strains and Cracking 
Strain readnngs were taken during both uncform load tests and 
pattern load testso The strains were read at all the gage locations but 
of prime interest are those which were maximized as a result of a particular 
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pattern load. The strains mea~~red under the pattern loadlngs are cOTEpared 
with uniform 10ad strains in Figso 2.6 and 2.70 
frl Fig. 2.6 the strains across the positive mo~ent sect&ons are 
shown. The increase in strains under checkerboard loading in TI and T2 were 
quite smal10 However r the strains were increased considerably in the reffiain-
ins structures ~hsG strip loads were applied. The strains lncreased fro~ 
-~ "' 1n-~ " 17 x iO ... to 57 7 .. \V In the ir1tE:.r~or p,anel of F20 The Increases y;ere greater 
in the interfor p2nel than in the edse panelo The uniform load strains ~2re 
higher in the edge panel but the change due to pattern loads was less In 
CO:llp2 r l son 0 
The strains across negative mo~ent sections are shown in Fig. 2.70 
The strains in the interior panel t'lSre much h~gher cr:~t~ally and alse 
rncre2sed much moreo The strains at the edge beams were lew and rather 
insensitive to pattern 102050 The co:nparrsoL1s shm<!l1 ~n F[gso 206 and 207 
indicate that the changes in strains 2re greatest fin ~ftterlor panels ana 
also that the positive mo~ent sect~ons are affected more than the negative 
manent sections. 
The crack patterns observed !n these tests indicated that there 
was l~ttle chcr:ge in the over-all crack pattern after pattern load tests had 
been concllldedo Kowever~ there ns a def6t1!te correiatioUb bet~'eeli1 the extent 
of crack~ng under uniform loads and the increase in stranns under pattern 
loadso 
Structures Tl and 12 were relatively uncracked at the conclusion 
of the uniform load testso The pattern load tests dfid not ~ncrea5e the 
stra~ns signifIcantly and they were at low levels during both loadings o 
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C!)ack~ng was most ext'::;ns[ve !n strccture F2 and the strains increased COrt-
sGcier'atdyo The cracK pattern \-\'25 flot changed af~er pattern loading corecluded~ 
c ,,, • n 
t ~a 1 cat G!J19 tr:2t increases in str2i~s took place largely through t-' ,-~e 
of ex~stlng cracks. 
The mo~ents are increased at the secticns where str2~n5 increasec 
HI:l Frgo 301~ the influence of crackfng on the strc:dns tS 1!1lJ.strc:tedo ~f the 
section has already cracked s any increase in mo~ent must be acco~~odated by 
a s[gniffcant increase in strain" The slope of the uncracked sectio~ (s much 
higher ends therefore r the strains increase les5 for an equal rncrease in 
memento ~n the sections where cracking had not taken ~12ce. as in the positive 
mo:nent reg~ons of Tl~ the strain !nCre2Se \'.!2S very small; however. the mo;-nent 
may have increased by 2 larger amount than in so:ne of the sections where large 
strain fncreases were recorded. A co~plete discuss~on of mo~ents is contained 
~ Ir1 Chapter 3. 
2.5 Effect of Pattern lcadinos on Deflections 
The deflections were measured at 33 locations on the structureso 
~n Figs. 208 through 2. 12~ the locat!on at which readings were taken are 
shOWIT1 by smal i ci rcleso S~!1ce a1 i the structures were partBa!1y symmetri cal D 
so~e of the readings are~ in effect n duplicated to provide a check. 
The flat plate (Fl) deflections are shown nn Figo 2080 Strip loads 
increased the edge beam deflections very little and strip load s~ab deflections 
could be est!mated by increasing the uniform def!ectoons by 10 percento 
The deflections in the flat slabs~ F2 and F3. are g~ven in Figso 
2.9 and 20100 The total loads on these two structures were 285 and 385 psf~ 
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respectively, so 2 direct co~p6riscn is not possible. !n addition, the 
concrete strength of structure F2 t·\'2S 1m:,ter and cracking was qUIte extensive 
before strip 10aos were app1ied. The effEct of cracking !s to reduce the 
stiffness and thereby increase deflections. This behavior was apparent in 
structure~ F2 2nd F3. Structure F3 s havIng grEater loads, d[d not have 
corre~po;-:C::ingly gre2ter deflections. The ~·trlp loads cicubted the def1Ectio:is 
[[1 F2 c:t so~ne locatio~s. The !ncreases in F3 \\'sre not 25 great but \','ere 2S 
much c:s 50 percent greater. 
The increases in deflections were more significant fn the flat slab 
str~ctures than in the flat plateo The marn reason for thls d~fference is 
that of column stlffnesses. The flat plate had short stiff columns ~hich 
tended to 1solate the strips. The flat slabs had long flexlble columns 
~hich did not provide the fixity that W2S present in the flat piateo 
The load ratio was also a factor p being 0072 for Fl~ 0085 for F2 
ana 0078 for F30 The lo\rler load rc; t i 0 for the f! at pi cte tended to reduce 
the effect of strip loads p whi 1e the flat slab F2v having the greatest load 
ratio, also h2d the greatest increases en deflectiono 
The deflections measured in TI and T2 are shown En Figso 2011 and 
2.12. These st:uctures had the same dimens!ons v except that the beams !n 
T2 ~8re less stiff. The load ratio was 0066 for T2 and 0081 for Tlo 
The ~~1form load deflect60ns were less for structure 1i since its 
beams were stiffer. The beam deflections were nearly tw~ce as large in T20 
The effect of the checkerboa rd load fi 819 on these t~.;o st ructu res a s shown by 
cQT;paring the uniform with the checkerboard load deflect~onso The mid-panel 
deflections in Tl increased about 10 percent wh~ Ie the beam deflections 
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increased about 20-30 percent. The cDsolute increase in both beam and panel 
deflect~ons was small. [n structure T29 th~ mid-panel deflections charcged 
very little (less than five percent in most panels). Howsver p the beams, 
being more ftexibJe than those fn TI~ deflected considerably under the 
pertfnent checkerboard loads. The edge beam deflectio~s 1rcre2seci from 
10-30 percent with the intericr span edse beam fncreaslng as ~uch as 50 
percent 0 The Interior beam deflections increased 20-30 percent. ~t can be 
seen fro~ 2011 and 2.12 that the more flex~ble the bea~ss the higher 
the deflect~on5 and the less the effect of checkerhoard loads en mid-panel 
deflectflo~s. SGnce the beam Gefiectlons are m2xim~zed by 1oaoing adjacent 
panels (See Figo 204), it is apparent that the beam deflections would have 
been about the same had strips been loaded rather than s modiffed checkerboard 
pctterno 
206 Conclusions 
The increases in steel strains were greatest across the positfve 
mo~ent sections of the interior panels of all the structures; ih panels not, 
supported by beams {Fl$ F2 and F3)p the average increases in steel strains 
~ere about 100 percento The increase was about 75 percent in the edge panels 
and less in the corner panels. ~n structures Tl and T2~ the checkerboard 
ioads dud not produce significant changes in the strain in the positive mQ~ent 
sectBonso 
The negative moment strain' increaSES under pattern 10ad~ng were 
!ess than the nncreases in positive moment strauns in all the structureso 
At the interoor negative moment secteons~ the stranns increased by about 
one-thnrd in structures Fl, F2 and F30 The checkerboard loadings on T~ and 
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T2 did not change the straiGs across the neg2t~ve moment sections. The 
exterior negatfve mo:nent restons were v~rtua!ty unaffected by pattern loads 
ftl 211 the structures. 
Slnce the strains were the greatest In F2 under pattern load&ng 
end 2[S·O incre2seci the grec·test 2r.iOU!.lt Itt co:npar&son tdth the other 
struct~res= it is interesting to examine the stresses Ln the refnforcement 
for that struC~Jre. The max(ml!~ posut~ve m0:-08nt stress ~n the interior par,e1 
~ncre2sed fro:n 5 to 18 kSI under strfp locc. ~n the edge pane1 the m2Xrr:-;~r;i 
positive ~o~ent stress was 18 ks~ under unffcrm and about 30 ksi under strip 
102Q. [n the other four structures, the , . e:escgn stress ~2S not exceeded under 
p2ttern 1 I :02C:S. 
The deflectfo~s in the flat plate were almost the same under beth 
untform 2nd strip loads. This can be attrrbuted to the low ioad rat~o and 
the relatively stiff columns in the structureo 
The deflections in structures f2 and F3 were increased under strcp 
loadso However~ the extensrve cracking in F2 resulted in a lower slab 
stiffness and the uniform load deflectnons as weI] as the increases under 
strip loads were larger than in F30 The larger ~ncreases in f2 resuited s 
in part, fro~ the difference in the load ratios of the two structures. 
The increases &n deflectIons ~n the t\<Jo-way slabs 11 and T2 were 
dependent en the beam stiffnesso The pattern ioad~ngs resulted in greater 
increases in mid-panel deflections in 11 than in T20 The beam deflect~ons 
were gncreased more in T2 than on T1Q The more flexsble the beams v the less 
the increase in slab deflection and the gre~ter the increase in beam 
deflection under checkerboard loadso 
-i6-
~t does not appear that the serviceabi lityp measured in terms of 
stra~ns and deflections, was impalred in the test structures as 2 result of 
patter~ , " I02Gfngs. 
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30 KEASURED rWKENTS u[~DER PATTERN LOAD lif'~GS 
30 1 [ rt t rociuctory Rer712 rks 
&n this chapter~ the mo:nerets measured ~n the structure under 
pattern loading are co.~pared with unfiform load mo~e~tso The mO~ents are 
co~puted fro~ strarn measurementso The analysfs is based on the cistermina-
-
t[C~i =f 2. .[T,:'):T"tE.n.t-str2tn retatfo::EshlP for E.Ech structureo The ;TIO:Tisrtt-strarn 
relatIonship depends on concrete strength g reinforce~ent type and strengths 
2nd tr.e percentage of reinforce.-ne:!t at 2. sect~ono 
The mo~ents are co~puteci for each of the f~ve test structureso 
CO:7l;-;ariso~s are made. bet~.:een urdfor;n 2nd pattern toad mO~E:nts at the design 
sections of the structureo The design sections In flat slabs or flat plates 
are generally referred to as colu:r'~D rrdddle and I:':c, 1 1 strtpso The mOille.nts fin 
the ~:(a11 strips of F1v F2 and F3 include the edge beam mo:nerots even though 
the beam 2nd s12b were desfgned separately for these caseso The deslgn 
sections in the two-way slabs TI and T2 are beams and slabs and the slabs 
are not divided into strips as nn the case of the flat s!abso 
~n the following discuss60n v an eva1uatfion of the moments will be 
given in terms of general trendso Since the conversBon of strain to mo~ent 
may result in larger moment differences in s·ome locatnons v arty abnormal 
differences can be d~sregarded if other simi lar sections yield consistent 
resultso 
302 ~ethod of An2iysis for Co:nput2tio~! of Mo;nents 
The conversion of measured strains to moments is acco:np!nshed by 
constructing a moment-strain relatnonship for a partec·ular sectiono The 
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determinat!on of a mome~t-strain curve is complicated by the difficulty of 
an accu~ate ~e2ns of estlmetlng the tens! Ie strength of the co~crete. The 
tens! le propertiE:.s of the concrete becc:ne extrerrtely important !f1 sectIons 
\",h[cn have 10\\' t'"e.1nforcement r'at1cs Since a 1crge portion 0·;- the capacity 
ts provided by the tensi 1e strength of the concrete. 
A typfcal mo~ent-strain reI2tfonshlp for a section ls sho~n 
quai ~t2tryely tn Frso 3.1. tt is necessary to construct simi tar curves for 
each sectio~ in which the reinforcement rat rOD concrete strength or depth 
to the steel changed. Each curve is made up of two streight lines. T~o 
pc~~ts in additio~ to the or~gin are needed to describe the curves. The 
cOQrd~nates of the intermediate point are the cra.cklLlg mo~ent and strain. 
The coorolnates of the end pornt are the yteld mo:Ttent and strain. en the 
case of re~nforce<'"nent havtng no l!£el1 defined yoeld point p the manent at the 
proportional lim~t of the steel and the corresponding strain are used. 
The cracking mo~ents v~re computed us~ng the ordinary flexure formula 
o-=Y~c/ij. The transformed section was used in computing the moment of inertia. 
The straIn distribution across a sectfion was assu~ed to be linear. The cracking 
stress used ~n the formula was generally less than the modulus of rupture 
reported in Table 201. However p the control specImens were not rennforced 
",hich resulted IUl hlgher strengths., The reenforcement in the slab tended to 
restrain shrinkage and lower the tensi Ie strength. ~n addit!on p the assumed 
tensi Ie strength and cracking strains were chosen to correlate with results of 
studees of the static mo~ents in the interior panels of the structures which 
could be computed accuratelyo 
The yield moment of the sectIon was computed using the straight-
line formula. ~t was assumed the tense le strength of the concrete was 
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negligible at yield in the steel and that crackfng had developed sufficiently 
to warrant this assumption. 
The mo:nent-straln cur\,'es for the beams were developed in the sarr:e 
manner. it was necessary to make an additlonal assumption about width of 
the slab that was acti~s as a flange at the beams. This flange width W2S 
2ssu:ned to be 4t st r....uctures Fl~ F2 2Gel F3 
at the deep beam edge and zero at the shallow beam edge. The flange ~idth 
was 4t fn structure Tl for all beams and 3t ~n structure T2 for all beams. 
The assumed cracking straun and stress and the flanse ~tdths are 
sum:Tl2 r ~ zed I n Tab 1 e 2. The 2ctua 1 concre.te propert 1 eS V,'2re S [ven En Tab Ie 
wh~ch also includes the properties of the reinforcemento 
The proper use of the moment-strain curves depends upon correctly 
fnterpreting the strain readings. The strain measurements are affected by 
electrIcal drift in the \'-:irfng and .51.·dtch systemso ~n add!t~oLlv residua! 
straIns are accumulated which must be take~ nnto constderat!ono 
The electrical drift was eas~ ly corrected by monfitoring a check 
gage which should have undergone no change fin strann during loadingo Any 
change~ in the check gages were attr~buted to electrical drift and a 
correctEon W2S made in the strain measure~ents for the reflr.force~ento 
The residual strains are determ~ned from the dnfferences between 
the initial and final zero readifiigs in a gaven testo These 5um.'!1atio!1s of 
the residuals (E in Fig. 301) are then added to the strains measured in 
res 
the following test to obtain the total stra~n for a part~cular loado 
The moment-strain curves gave excellent results if the stranns 
used were higher than any previous strains measuredo ~oweverD an certain 
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cases the strains were lower than had been ~easured ~n a previous test and a 
sl!ghtly drfferent procedu~e had to be followed. The curve in Fig. 3. I sho~s 
an cnloadi~g curve as we11 as the ffrst-load~~g curve. If the strains ware 
S re.2 ret the. ~rr~t-;o2drng curve co~ld be used DT the 
or 0. 2 < E I 9 unloadfng curve ~as 
[t ts pc~srble fer the siope h./e. to chance 
. l b-
sf nee the \r2] ue of E mav chanGe ~h~le the value of 
res' -' 
the s&me 
the slope of the unloadrng 
curve does ~ct chaG26 gre2t~y bst~~en tests end tends to decrease 2S the 
strains i~cre2se. 
303 Mo~ent5 in the Fiat Piate 
the f~2t are gilven tn Flgo 302 The uneform 
leae mo:nexlts sho~'{n in the fl'gu:e ""Jere measured at a totai load of 155 psf. 
The str~p ioad mo~entss 5ho~~ ~n red numerals v were based on strafns measured 
under toads of ]55 psf on the u~!oadedOG paU1e~s and 44 psi alii the OGurdoaded ni 
panelso This loading g~yes a load Ifat~o of 00720 
The m02ents are ca~p~ted across the critical negative and positive 
sect!o~s used ~n I 0 oeslgno ~he d~vrsions are made accord~ng to column, middle 
and wall 5tripso Column ard m~ddie strips have a width of one-half the panel 
width and the wa1] strep !5 one-fourth the paUle~ wadtho 
, . dd' 0 h 0 3 ~ . . The moments H~ the ms . Ie. stnps were QUout 002 qa at a8 n sectsons 
except the exterior negative o The 5tr~p loads did not increase these moments 
signfifucaU1tlyo The co1umn strEp r;egathre mo:nents vJ8lie not changed wh11e the 
co1umn stlr'ip positive mOillents dod oncrease sHght]yo 
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The relatively small changes on slab mcments under strip load are 
exp 1 a a ned by the presence of st i ff co 1 umns. The co h.!mns were short and 
relatively w~deD making thein flexurally stiff. The stiff columns tended to 
!soiate the stropsor g in effect g fix the panelso 
The wall strip mcments g which include the beam moments, showed 
much greater Increases at scme locationso H01;JeVer D the beams were considerably 
more difficult to analyze and therefore are less accurate. The strain in the 
beam reinforcement was not measured precisely at the face of the column. Since 
the mcrnent gradient is quite high at that location, correcting the mc~ent to 
the fac~ of the column, even if for a short distance, may result in a large 
absolute moment change. 
Several additional factors ccrnplicate the beam analysis. Torsional 
rotations of the beams with respect to the column may induce strains which 
cannot be gaged. Crac~ing in the beam at the location of the strain gage 
is li~ely to change the distribution of strain along the reinforcement. The 
loss 0-[ bOrJd bet'lisen th~ ba r and the c:::.mcrete acccmpan j es the p lac81i1e.nt of 
strain gages and also affects the strain distrrbutic~o For thes9 reasc~s, 
no beam mcment corrections were attempted and the mcment ccmputed at th~ gag8 
location was assumed to be the mcment at the critical section. 
Th"e. comjJarison of strip lo.ad mcm;ents '/.,ith unlform lead moments IS 
shown in Figo 3.3. The mcments are indicated by the small symbols. T~o 
values of mcment rat!o (, = 4/3, / = 1) are sndlcated by the stra:ght 11n85. 
A mcment ratlo of one indl c,ates no change du·c to pattern loadso The value 
of j = 4/385 a precedent that has b~e-n frequently given as an al101l!abie 
~ncrease (See Chapter 5). 
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Points that lie below the line r ; 19 indicate that the mcment 
decreased under strip loads. ~t can be seen that most values lie between 
the two lines. The only values that lie above I ; 4/3 are wall strip 
moments and as wa~ dIscussed above p these values may not be indicative of 
the actu,al moments because of the difficulty w[th beam analys.eso From this 
f5gure v ot IS apparent that the slab moments did not exceed 7 = 4/3 and if 
the beam mcme;r, t:; are em itt e d D "/ ; 1 0 2 for the s i a b m em en t s 0 -
304 Mcments in the Flat Slabs 
The mcments in the two flat slabs were measured at a load level of 
285 pst on f2 and 385 psi on F30 The movable loads were 241 psf and 300 psf, 
respectively, resulting in nearly equal load ratios, 0.85 for F2 and 0.78 for 
Tha critical se=tions across ~hich the mcments are analyzed are 
th'e same as those uSed in,the flat plate. The uniform and stdp load mcments 
are given ~n fig. 3.4 and 3.5. 
S~nce t~e two structures were identical eXc8pt for ths type of 
the ~ax~mLm -re12~ive dJfference is at the interjar span positive mcment 
5~ct~cn ~heie t~e mCDent is about 00015 
deep 1 • • ry sGge ~egat!ve SeCtlOnso 
~n f2 a;-;d 0.009 
However, for the 
3 qa 
purpose of th ~:3 
d~SCUS5ion~ the relative increases are more important than the absolute 
mcm2:nts 0 
j~--'~ 
, :.; 
...:,: .. 
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The effects of the strip load~ngs on F2 and F3 are shown in 
Figso 305 and 307. The lines at 1 = 4/3 2nd 7 = 1 are drawn and in both 
structures the mo~nent5 1 i e cons! stent Iy bet~:,een these 1 ineso 
The only values that appear to be greater than r = 4/3 are the 
~nter~or spa.n pos[tive mo:nents 10 F30 ut was po~nted out previously that 
the uG~form load appea.red to be low across thfs sect10n and ~t is evident 
also in th~s co~parfso~. The strf p load mo:nent ,.. .;: <0 0 . ~ coeT~ tcten-cs 2cress the 
~nter~or span pos[tive sect!o~ ere about QeOl7 qa 3 in f2 2nd 00018 ~23 in 
f30 Therefore v the points above the lfne can be attributed to fOW uniform 
1 02 d mo:nerc t s 0 
~t is interesti~g to note that the high absolute mo~ents analyzed 
in the wall strlps are not sfgnificant when comparisons are made between 
str~p and L!n~form load IT:O:iients.o tn structure F2. p the \'1.'211 strip mC:TIsnt \r~as 
~ 
very hBgh at the deep be2m ecgs t about 0005 qa~D but the mOllent ratio at 
this loc2tion p shown in Figo 305 is reasonable in view of the general trendso 
The moment rat~o in F2 was actually not as high as 4/30 Most of 
the pofints lie below the moment ratio of L2 which Bridficates that the moments 
dfid not undergo serious changes due to strnp loadso Although v a few values 
exceeded I = ~02 fin structure F3 9 it is a more representat~ve value of ! 
than"! = 4/30 
305 goment~, fin the TltJo-Way SlaDs 
The mQ~ents in the two-way siabs were measured at a total ~oad of 
2~5 psf en both Tl and T20 The movable load on T1 was 44 psf and 75 psf on 
T2 g~ving load ratios of 0081 and 0066 9 respectivelyo 
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The mal1ents are given for s1ab and beam s.ections. The slab IS not 
d [ v [ de d c.~. ~ t \JiE; S [n the ca s e 0 f the f 1 2. t P 1 2 tea t1 d f 1 2. t s 1 i3 b s t r 11 c t u res· • 
The urdfGr-~ 2nd checkerboard 102.Q mo:rre;-:ts are g~verc [II Frgso 3.8 2nc 3010. 
The uniform load mo~ents are 25 expected fn v~ew cf the difference 
qreater rn II than in T20 However D the slab moments in l I are less than 
hatf of the values ~n T20 
Checkerboard patterns were used to create maximum loading conditionso 
4/3 as shown in fig. 3090 The co~parisons indicate that the structure 
behaved well under checkerboard load since no serious deviations occurred 
[n erther the slab or the beam mo~entso 
The co~par! son or checkerboard and l.mfi form 10ad mo,l1erats for 
structure T2 are shown in Figo 30]10 These comparisons ~ndicate that the 
momeLlt rat~o for the structure W2S gbout 1.20 L10~teVerD if only slab mo;nents 
are consodered D 1 is about oneo lit appears that siab mo.~e~ts were not 
max~mozed by checkerboard 10ad50 The beam moments WhDCh are maxijmized by 
modaTfied checkerboard loads account for the va]ue of 1 : 1020 The beam 
mo~ents are obta~ned by ioading adjacent panels or what 85 nearly a strip 
toad and the slab mo~ents may aiso have been greater ~f strop loadIng had 
306 General Discussion of Measured Moments 
The moments measured in the test structures have been discussed 
[n terms of absolute mQ~ents and by comparfng pattern wath unnform load 
-.. 
,. 
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mo:nentso The absolute mo:nent coefflcfent~; save ari ~ndffcatfon of the magnitude 
of the moment at a particular locat~o:io Hcwever~ as, was pointed out pre\'iously~ 
the 2bsolute values may, in so~e cases v not hove been accurate. 
Greater accuracy is obtained ~hen the strains are htgho ~n some 
sections o such 2S the exterior negative s8ctions p the strains were low under 
both pattern and uniform loadso Therefore m sma! l changes in strains resulted 
[n order to deterffiine the re'2t~ve increases! the pattern load 
moments v{ere plotted against the urdform lead mo;nentso These plots prov!ae 
2 means for determining the effect of pattern loads on the structure 2S a 
i'{ho1eo Lccattons v·:htch have lafse riio;nent different1i:ds assume less importance 
~f the remarning moment cha~ges are consistento Fro8 these plots (Figso 3&3, 
305 p 30f p 209 2:nd 3c 1 1) a IT:o:nent ratio for each of the structures W2S o::t2!nedo 
for stGucture riv the mo~ent ratio 1 was 102 ef the wall strip mo~ents are 
excluGsdo The mO:-t1ent ratics ror F2 2nd F3 ~':ere also about 1020 The lilo;nent 
rat!o fot structure Tl \j~as about! 020 The slab mQ-;Ient rat~o for T2 was 
about 1 cO o~d for the total structure about i.2 since the beam mo:nent Gateo 
Oc8! E~~ ~-;: h2S the effect of reducong the moment rat~oo 
~-~ ~~~~~t ratios giveo ~n the precedtog paragraph are average 
valu'25 C o - the :::t:-ucture as a \!I!hoteo ut can be shown by cOol1paring ~ndhddual 
secttons that t~e mo~ent ratios were greater for ijoterior than for exterior 
panels o 
tit does not appear that the moments an the test structures were 
erotical under pattern loadso ut shou1d be remembered that these are average 
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manents across specific sect~ons 2nd that the local mOO1ent ct so;ne areas ma)' 
be heghsi o However~ since reInforced concrete slabs can undergo significant 
mo:nent redrstr£butI0n~ these effects tend to be r.<::~!i1ized 2nd shou'd cre=,te 
no serfous probless as ir.ciccted by the test resldt~< 
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40 THEOR.ET~CAL SCUJTrONS FOR PATTERN LOADU\GS 
LL 1 r nt rociuctory RetTIe rk.s 
A three-dimensional structure composed of several bays and stories 
gener211y has a floor slab 2S ooe of ~ts structural co:nponentso The floor 
SEEn [5 divided 2rbitrar~ ly into sectlons referred to 2S p20els t.... , WH~cn span 
a number of pane! s ~ it becc::-:es pes.s fi b 1 e to app 1 y lo2:d to i rid I vi dua 1 paree l 5 
as wai 1 2S to all paneis sf~ultaneouslyo 
The theoretical ~olutions for the problem of flexure in plates are 
ge~erally limlted to plates of a ho~ogeneouss isotroplc p linearly elastic 
materralo The selectio~ of such a mater!2i expeofites analysis which consists 
or sclvfng e~~2tions based en statics and geo~etryo 7he structures a~2lyzed 
by thes proce;;:-s may respond differently froJ1 structures studied by direct 
physical testso However I the elastic solution does represent a good first 
approx~m2t~on to the response of the structure and makes it possible to study 
the effects of a wid~ range of variableso The elastic solutions are valuable 
fin m2kIc,S compartSof:1s between structures and establishing continuIty between 
~ndiv!dual physDcal tests. 
A number of elastic solutions are avai lable for studyo The range 
of v2r~ables is extensive enough to provide a general understand~ng of the 
effect of pattern loadIngs on slab mQTtentso The major variables whnch have 
been co~sEdered are the beam flexura~ stiffness D beam torsional stiffness v 
column st~ffneSsD aspect rateo of the panels and the loadfing patterno These 
SOlutions form a framework which may be used to determ!ne the effects of 
-' pattern loadings on moments in tideai!zed v e!2stoc structureso 
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multipl[ed by the dfsta~ce across whIch ft acts to obtaln the total moment. 
[0-:;:21 I;[O:::!'2[l t. 0 The rlomSrl t s: ~::or (3 S 1 ve.r1 2 spsc:t 1:"2 t [0 (a/b;' 2 re 9 ~ veri on 1 y for 
having an aspect ratio of 0.5 would be in the short span (across the iong 
Def~n~tlon of Variables 
(a) Beam Flexural Stiffness 
The relat[ve beam flexural stiffness is def~ned as follo~s: 
b 
H ::; E ~ I b [~ 0 r M -. E u / a 5! a .3 ' , '~b ~ . b \j 
- the mo~ent of inertia of the beam 
- ~2an perpendicular to span ~ 
... 3 
in span 2 
r:.t 
D a measure of the plate stiffness per unit width :: 
t = t~e ptate th~ckne~s 
~~= ~~ST ~~~ff~ess parameter relates the stiffness of the beam to 
the stiff~e~~ 0; t~e S12~ in the direction of the beamo The range of beam 
stiffnesse~ :~ ~~o~ zero to ~nfinity where zero is the case where no beam ~s 
present and inf~n~ty is a rigid supporto The beam has no' width in the 
elastic solut~onso ~n effect v it 1ies in a vertical plane at the boundary 
of the pone]o The use of such a beam reduces the co~p!exfity of the equations 
needed for a solutiono 
.......,.. 
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~n the theoretical solutions consfdered here l the beam flexural 
stiffness ratios in the two spans of a panel are a]ways related in a definite 
manner. for alb = 100, H ; Hb; the bea~s in the two dIrections are identical. a 
Fer rectangugar panels the Efi value of the beam ~n the long span Is al~ays 
greater than the EI value of the beam fn the short span by the ratio of the 
sides of the panel; Et~: Eth = a:b. !n terms of the relative stiffness 
0: ;..,... 
parameters H9 this is expressed 
(b) ream Torslonal Stiffness 
The relative beam torsional stiffness is defined as follows: 
G C 
a J - -- or a - cf~ 
G C, 
D J -b - bN 
G = shear modulus of elasticity 
C
a 
= torsional stiffness in span ~ 
The beam torsIonal stiffness parameter relates the torsional 
stiffness of the beam to the flexural st~ffness of the slab spanning across 
the beamo "The values of torsional stiffness range fro:n zero to infinity. 
A value of zero is for the case where no beam is used whl Ie an infinite 
tors8oreal stiffness applies to a clamped edgeo As ~n the case of flexural 
stiffness g the torsional restraint is applied to the panel through a beam 
lylng l~ a vertical plane at the boundary of the panelo 
(c) Column Flexural Stiffness 
The relatEve column f1exural stiffness is given by the expression: 
E ~ 1 /h co 0 
K = ---------------------------
\' (k E ~ 1 _ b + kb E U b ) I a ~ s 5 d earn 
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mo;ne'lt of inertia of gross D uncracked section of column~ slab 
or beam in dlrectIotl in htdch r:1::·11ent 85 considered 
k = ~ facter represent!DS the support cond~trons of the me~ber 
(eogop 4 if the far end is flxed and 3 if ft is siffiply supported). 
to the column to infinIty where heavy columns are used. ~n the idealized 
structureS D the column stiffness is transsitted to the panel through a 
vertfcal I~ne located at the corner of the panel. 
The aspect ratio alb may range frc~ zero to inffnityo The values 
or as,pect ratEo considered in thfs chc:pter range frc:r: one-half to tv:co These 
values cover the range of panel sizes. co,11mol'lly encountered In f100r slabs. 
L02.onno Patterns 
~ -
Three load!ng patterns were considered in the soluttonso Entire 
panels we~e loaded unnformly En each caseo No studies were made for con-
centrated ~oads or loads vary~ng across the panel 0 ~n order to determine 
the e.ffects of the pattern loadings!) it was necessary to obtaIn the moments 
for a~! panels 10aded un[formlyo These moments are referred to as uniform 
1020 mO}leC1tso 1n add1tior1!) the siab systems were loaded by strip (sr) 2nd 
checkerboard (CS) patternso These patterns are shown in Figo 4010 The 
patterns may be dofferent when positftve or negatnve moments are being stud~edo 
These mo.~ents are referred to as maximum moments on the following tables and 
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The checkerboard 1oad!ng for m2xlffium negatEve mo:nent is achieved 
by plac~ng two checkerboard patterns end to endo The strip pattern for 
negat~ye mo:nent does not Yfeld the abso!ute max1mum mane:r.t since there. are 
al~ay5 two strIps loaded and two under zero load. This loading arrangement 
resutted fro;T, the use of sl.1perposrtton. The max~mu;n mOJlent occurring ,,,,,hen 
strl[2s ele lo2ced 1 s 0.104- 2 qa whi Ie the true m2ximu~ mo~e~t 
') 
os 00 t 1 qa"'. The checkerboard pattern for m2;dmu,f[ [le·satIve mOllE:rtts v,;'25 
2158 chose~ to allow supe~positron of 2vai 12ble sGlut~ons. 
The val ues of mo:nen t s reSl! 1 t i ng f rO::1 pa t te rn load i ng 5 \<Jere onta i ned 
by avere9~ng the un1fortr: load mo:nents and mo.l1ertts ~r. alternc:te.ly loaded one 
or t~o panel strips as ~hc~n in FrS. 4.20 The patterns resulting fro~ 
The majority of 2vai lable solutions in which pattern loadings are 
considered are co~cerned with ~nter~or paneiso The interior panel is defined 
to be one bounded by an infinite number of identical panels. ~nterior panels 
are chosen s~L'1ce they afford the use of symmetryo hi the theoretical soJutions~ 
the symmetry of the panel reduces the number of equations necessary for a 
SoiutBO~. The solutions discussEd ~n tn!s sect~on were obtained frQ~ 
References 8 through 120 
The varfous theoretica1 solutions ava~ iab]e for an Interior panel 
QSy be divided into two groups according to the parameters which are variedo 
The major variabie is the beam flexural stiff~ess ~n the fnrst group and 
the beam tor~ional stiffness ~n the second groupo 
;:.,;... 
in the first group, the beam flexural stiffness varies from zero to 
[nf~r~tyo The beam torsional and colu~n flexural stlffnesses are assumed to 
a~d 2.00 Table 3 lists average moments at the critical sections for positive 
8o~eots under the same load~ng conditionso 
The. stdp and checkerboard mo:nerfts are co:-npareci t'1.dth the uniform 
10aci moments fn terms of pattern ratros. The pattern ratlos p desi9nated as 
aD are plotted ag2~nst the parameter H/(l+H) in Figso 404 through 4.8. Since 
the values of H extend to inflnity! 
f~nite scale for the plotso 
. h '1/ ( 1 ..... ··' te,e parameter n \;.: .ti) t',,'as used to a i 1o\.'~ 2 
Three important trends emerge fro~ a study of the data presented in 
Table 3 and FEgs. 404-4.8. These are discL!ssed in the follovdng three para-
The first trend is one that can be deduced without the necessity of 
rigorous solutions. As the relative beam stiffness H increases. the slab 
moments. decrease for all types of loadingo The decrease may be drastic as in 
the case of a panel having an aspect ratoo of 2.00 The average negative moment 
across the short edge for strip loading is 0.1042 qa 2 for H = 00 This value 
is 0.0079 qa 2 fer H = roD a reduction of 92 percent. 
As the relative beam stiffness H increases. the checkerboard ioad~ng 
becomes more cdtical than strip load[ngo The pattern ratio for a square 
p2~el with H = 0 is 2 for strip and 0.8 for checkerboard loading (Figo 406)0 
For H = ~D the moment ratio beco.~es 009 for strip and 107 for checkerboard 
loadingo ~t should be emphasized that checkerboard ]oading does not govern 
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for ai 1 finite values of H. The value of H at which the checkerboard loading 
produces 2 greater pattern ratfo than the str~p loading varfes with the aspect 
ratio but 1n 011 cases is more than oneo 
The positive moments are incre~sed more than the negative mo~ents by 
the pattern loadings in this group of solutlonso The neqative mo~ent pattern 
ratfcs do not exceed 1025 whereas the posftive ffio~ents ~2y be 25 much 2S tw1ce 
the unffor~ l02d positive mo~entso Thfs trend can be seen in the curves shown 
the negative mo~ent pattern ratroso 
The influence of the beam torsion~l stIffness on the mo~ent can be 
studfed wfth the help of the second group of solutions g[ven fn Table 50 These 
so1ut[orts have beer. obtained frc~ a mo~ent d~strtbut6o~ procedure for slabs 
:::upported on rcged beams developed by S[ess and t\eYDlark (11)";;'. The procedure 
~ s approx1mc:te and ail cOJ1pari SOrlS bet~\!een uni form load and checkerboard load 
mO:Ttertts must be made betv·,'een r.to:t1ents computed hy this procedureo Therefore~ 
absoIute moment values given in Tabie 5 may not be the same as those !n 
Tables 3 and 40 The loading patterns used to obtann these mQT!ents are shown 
in Fogo 4030 
Values 9~ven in Table 5 show that as the beam torsional stiffness 
~nc.re2ses~ the checkerboard load has less effect on mo:-nentso ~t is net 
necessary to cons~der strlp loads ~n these panels; !t was shc~n prevDously 
that checkerboard loadings are critical in the case of flexurally rigid beamso 
The positive moment increases are generally greater than the negative mo~ent 
increases in these solutions alsoa For an aspect ratio of 200 where the 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to entries in the bibliographyo 
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r-egat!ve moment incre2ses are greater n the absolute v21·!...!es of the mo:-nents are 
quete sffia11 2nd subject to greater errors in the distribution procedure than 
taLge absolute mcxnentso 
The ~at1os of checkerboard 10ad mo~ents to unifcrm load moments are 
plotted 2ga~nst the be2~ torsIonal stiffGESS represented by the parameter 
the p12t.e bb:'·::XTlES clamped at the edges 2nd pattern loadings have no effect. 
Very fe~ three-dImensional studies have been made of the variation 
of slab mo:-nents v.:ith column stiffnesso gorrtson (13) obtained solutions for 
n~ne-panei structures ~fth square panels and rigfd columns and v2r1ed the 
beam flexural and torsional stiffnesses. The mo~ents were for uniform and 
strip l02ds. The pos[tlve mo~ents for the interior panel are sum~arized 
fI.aments in ~nterior Pane 1 D K = 00 
P..! J Uniform Load Stri p Load 2 Pattern ,c Mo:nen t ~ oa 2 !~oment ~ C!2 Rat 10 
0 0 0.037 00046 1.24 
005 0.5 00023 00027 L 17 
200 0.5 0.017 00018 1.06 
200 2.0 0.017 0.017 1.00 
5.0 500 00013 00013 LOa 
ut us important to note that the pattern ratio for H = J = 0 IS 1.24 when 
the columr:1s are r~g!d and 2.0 v;he~ K = 00 The moment coefficients shown 
vary slightly from those shown on Table 4. 1~ but there are edge effects in 
the interior panel of a nine-panel structure and the columns have a finite 
ell rat~o (ell = 0.1) 0 
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The effect of increasing column stiffness is simi lar to increasing 
beaffi flexural stIffness. Therefore t 2S the cOlumn stiffness increases D the 
value of H at which checkerboard loads yleid hIgher mo.1!erct ratlos is decreased; 
the column Imparts additional stiffness to the beams. The lncrease 1n mo~ent 
due to checkerboard loads is not reduced by increasing column stiffness. 
Only the range ever which checkerboard loads are crftical is increased. The 
column stIffness does reduce the lncrec:e rn mo:nents under str1p ioac:[r:9~ 
hOV'!8\'e r 0 
Weste~g2ard and Slater (14) studied the effects of strip loads on 
square paneis of flat slabs \dth varying co1umn st!ffnesseso Th'~ cases \\"8re 
consldered; r~gid columns and col~mn5 in whlch the capitals ~ere free to rotate. 
~t v{2s four-a that for ell == 0.15 and rrgid columns the positive mo.l1ent pattern 
ratio due to strip loads \!-ias 102.0 \<"hlCh co:np2res \-:;2;11 vdth HorrisonEs value of 
1.24 for c/l == 0010. 
U~ order to deter~fr.e the effects of columns having intermedEate 
stiffnesses p Westergaard proposed a frame analogy enabling interpolation 
between stiffnesses of zero and infinity. By defin~t~on9 the column stiffness 
K is the distribution factor to the column in a two-dimensional frame con-
sidering the slab 25 a beam. For such a frame~ it can be shown that the pattern 
ratio is a function of the equatfon K/(l+K}s the degree of fix~tyo The degree 
of freedom ~s 1 - K/(l+K) or l/(l+K). tn a framep the positive moment pattern 
fatijo ITS 200 if the fixity is zero and 100 if the fixity is one. However p i~ 
a slab WIth rlgid columns there is sane 1!1eakageH of moment around the columns 
since the pattern ratio is 1.20. Therefore p Westergaard interpolated iinearly 
between fDxity values of zero and one. The pattern ratio was 1020 at a fixity 
.... r-
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ot o~e and 200 at a fix!ty of zeroo T~ereforep the pattern ratio could be 
cbtained s!mply bv using 1020 + 0080 [l/(l+K)]. 
~t is necessary to consider the effects of column stiffness when 
!~e 2spect ~atlo rs not one. [f the aspect ratio Is less than o~e. the colu~ns 
are not as effective in rE~uclng t~e influence of strfp 1 • ;oaGSo ~f the aspect 
ratio Is very smal1 r the columns do ~ot reduce strip load ffio~ents. The pattern 
ratlo rema[ns at 200. tf the aspect ratio is greater than one the columns 
beco:r,E: mo::-e effect i vee 1 n the C2.se or very large aspect rat i os 9 the pattern 
rat~o becomes loG for rigid columns. 
The influences of beam torsional stiffness and column and beam flexural 
stiffnesses cannot be completely isolated. ~n order to develop the beam tor-
sianal capacityv the column and/or the beam must be able to carry the torsion 
tC"2ns[Tdtted to it. tn the C2se or poslttve Qo:nent checkerboord loed!ngs p the 
cotl1m&1 stEffness us not critical since there is a diagon21 line of syrnznetry 
across the columnso However. for other patterns it is of importanceo The 
general effect of column flexural and beam torsional st~ffnesses is to isolate 
the panel from loadings in adjacent panelso ~f the values of J and K are 
fincreased. the pattern loadings wi 11 have less effecto 
The first group of solutions (Tables 3 and 4) in which J and K 
were assumed to be zero are mere severe than so~ut;ons in whsch the values of 
J and K are finateo For a given panei size. the increases in mo~ent would be 
no greater than those listed !n Tab1e 3. The increase in posntive moment is 
greater than the negative mo~ent and the pattern ratio is decreased as the 
parameters H. J or K are increasedo 
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404 Effect of Fattern LoadinGs on Mo.-nents. ~U1 Panels ",tith One or TW8 
Dnscont1.nuous Edqes 
~n most structures p there may be 2S many pane~s hav1ng discontlnuous 
unaer pattern loads than when 21 I p2Gels are loaded i it is necessary tc 
determfne what influence the pattern Io~ds exert on the moxents. The solutions 
dfscussed here were cbtafned rro~ References 11 and These solutions make 
use of the d[str~bution procedure of Reference 1 I and the absolute mo~ent 
vattJes are approximate but they afford the opportunity to make co;nparIsons 
Cett':sen urdfonn cLiO pattern load mO:Tlentso 
Ko~ents in edge 2nd corner panels are given in Tables 6, 7 and 80 
~n the case of an edqe panels the moments are given for spans para] 1e1 and 
perpendicular to the edgeo All mc~ents are in terms of the span a whfch is 
the s.pan in which moments are consoderedo The soh;t~ons aSSll!Je f1exural1y 
rigid beams and only checkerboard loads are consideredo 
As in the interior pane1 9 the effect of pattern loads decrease as J 
is increasedo The pattern ratio a for the edge and corner panels is co~pared 
with the pattern ratio for a simo larly supported interior panelo ~t can be 
seen that a 1s !ess for a panel with discontinuous edges than for a comparable 
interior paneto ~n an edge panel, a is nearly the same as ~n an interior 
panelo However. ~n a corner panel a is considerably lesso For example. the 
positive pattern ratio ~n an interior panel having an aspect ratio of 005 
and J = 0 ~ s ~ 067 0 ~ n an edge pane 1 fi t 1 S 1 055 in the pa ra 11 e i span and 
L47 1m the perpendicular span. while in a corner panel it fis 10330 Sim~iar 
comparnsons may be observed for other values of the aspect ratio and torsional 
stu ffness 0 
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Un order to discuss the effects of strip loadings In discontinuous 
panels! the three dimensional structure may be reduced to a two-dimensional 
frams. un such a frame F it can be shown that the end span is less affected 
by pattern loadings than the interior spans. Although the uniform load 
mo~ents are hrgher in the end span p the mo~ent increase is less. When columns 
of the fraGs are made s~iffer the spans tend to be isolated further fro~ effects 
or load~ng fn adjacent spans. Therefore r the solutions fer the ~nterior panel 
stdp ioadIngs: yIeld increases 1r r:O:TIent v::-tich Eire greater than those in dis-
The range of variables fer ~hich solutions are available and the 
frame analogy prov~de sufficfient Information to determine the effects or 
pattern loads C~ edge and corner panels. The effect of pattern loadings on 
these panels fs dependent on the nu~ber of drscontinuous edges. There is 
1fittle d~fferer,ce between r.1o:nents !n an edge p2nel irs the direction paraile! 
to the discontinuous edge and those in an interior pene10 Kowever v in all 
cases the pattern ratios are les5 in the panels with discont~nuous edges than 
fin Gnter~or panels. The pattern load~~gs are less critical in the edge and 
corner panels than in the interior pan~lso 
405 Effect of Pattern loadings on t-"&oments in Beams 
~t was shown in Sec. 4.3 that the ma~ent in the panel tends to 
decrease 2S the beam flexural stiffness increases. The moment is transferred 
to the beam. Since these beams may carry large mQ~ents~ it is important that 
the effect of pattern loadings on their behavior is discussed. 
A lomnted number of solutions are avai 1abie for beam moments. Only 
the effect of strip loads are given since beam mo.~ents are greatest when the 
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par:els adjo1rdng the beam are loaded. [(1 Table 9 p beam moments are listedo 
As the st~ffneS5 of the beam increases the mO~Ent carried by the beam increases 
al5"oo The negattve to positIve uniform load r.io:nent ratio is about 2 to ID 
slmG tar to a contirtUOU5 beam. The values of a for strip load positive mo~ent 
are between 2 and 3 whi 1e the negative mo~ent ratios are about 1.30 These 
tre~ds are s~mi lar to the continuoC5 beE~ where only certain spans 2re loaded 
to create ffiaXtmU:7i mo:nentso [n a cont~nl!o[1s sImply-supported beC:mD the posit£ve 
mo~ent ~ay be twice 25 large by losding alternate spans and the negative maxfmu~ 
mO:-i1ent 1025 times the moment \~~efl 21 i sparts are loaced. 
The values of a for str~p loads are plotted against the beam strff~eS5 
in Figo 40110 These curves shew quite definitely that the negative moment is 
ffOt a~tered as substar1tral1y by the strrp loads as is the positive mo:nent. 
The negat~ve mo~ent increases fall wlthIn a narrow band. However p the positive 
mo:-nent ratoos are quite scatteredo As the aspect ratIo increases~ the positive 
mc~ent increases less with greater beam stiffness. It wi 11 approach the ratio 
of 2 2S the aspect ratio beco~es large. ~n effect» the continuous beam case 
as approached. 
The increase in beam mexneL1ts in the beams support~ng a slab are 
qu~te 5~mi lar to those in a continuous beam. The trends exh~bited by these 
beaT.s 2S f.ar as negative to pos~tive mOiTIent ofistrHbutfon and increases in 
mo~ent due to pattern loads can be closely predocted by examining a cont!nuous 
beemo 
4.6 Conclusions 
~n the preceding sections» the avan labie theoretica~ sOlutions 
for pattern loadings were campi led. The effects or strip and checkerboard 
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patterns on continuous and discontinuous panels were studied. Certain con-
elusions based on the theoretical solutions are presented here. The trends 
t 1:1 mo:nent changes in the I 2ft:: the bea;::s c:re S Ur:ITt2 r r zed separately. 
Three cU st l net cone 1 u:d on5 ~2['1 De dr'cv:n fro::; a study of the effects 
of pattern loads on slab mo~e~tso f~rstp it was shown in Tables 6 1 7 2nd 8 
and in t~p Trame analogy that the pattern ratios are less for both st~ip 2nd 
checkerboard loads in 2 discontinuous panel than tn an interior or continuous 
panel. Therefore p the effects of pattern loads are mere critical in the 
interior panel and it is sufficient to concentrate on such panels. 
Secondly, checkerboard loads do not control for all values of finite 
beam stiffnesso As H increa5es~ pattern ratios for checkerboard leads incre2~c~ 
howsver, may not be critical unti 1 the beam stiffness reaches a value con-
siderably above zero. 
Tnirdty, the positive mo~ents are affected more than the negotive 
mo~ents by pattern loadings as t l1ustratea by the curves in Figso 404-4010. 
The effects of pattern loads on the beams in slab structures are 
very sfm~ l2i to the effects on continuous beams. The posltive moment increases 
are grea:e~ 2~d s1 ightly larger than those occurring in a continuous beam. 
Thn sis c;Je t:; ~f-,;; ma:nent bei n9 attracted fro:TI the s lab to the beam a~d 
result:r:g : ..... _ p~c;:o:-t:onal1y greater mo.T.ent under pattern loads. 
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50 COKPAR! SON OF DES ~ Gi~ AND ~~EASURED MOMENTS 
5 Q 1 U n t roductory Rema rks 
un the precedfng chapterv solutions were presented for the effects 
of pat terr. Ioads aLl ma.llents e \'2 r r OUS val ues of the st fi ffness pa rameters "were 
consideredo ~t was shown that the transition between slabs wtth no bsares 
a.Gel slabs 5uppe,rted on beE,T.~ Is 2 gradual ana contInuous tr2r1sitfo[1o hOI!:e\:,'er~ 
[n the vartous des~gn procedures currently in use. a distinction is @2cie 
bet\'~2en s laDs \d th or" \'d thcl't beams; t~·:o-v.·ay s 1abs or f 1at s lcGso 
hn thts chapter 9 the deve10FTient of the design procedures !s d!s-
cussedo The important features of the meth~d5 are pointed out and special 
emphasis is given to the previsions included for pattern loadingsc 
The typIcal des~2n resultfng fro~ use of these methods is given. 
The design mo~ents used in the test structures were obtained using AC~ Code 
prov~:;dorc~,c F~U1al1YD a compar1son is made between the des6gn and measured 
mo~ents in the test structureso Both pattern and ungform load moments are 
co,llpared "dth the design momentso un tho s waYD aUi evaluation of the desDgn 
procedures 2S to their ability to provide for the actual moments is possible o 
Desi~n of reinforced concrete slabs has been divided into two 
Classes; the' fuat slab and the two-\fJay syste'TI wHth supports Oul all sides 
which is usually cal led a two-way slabc Basical1y~ the flat slab is 
supported directly on columns and may have capitals and drop panels. ~f 
there are no capfitals or drop Fanels fit IS com~only referred to as a flat 
plateo The two-way slab is supported a10ng its edges by walls or beamso 
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HOI,,\,ever 9 the two types are often cO:TIbined~ the flat slab having beams end 
the t'(I",fo-way slab having none ir! so:-ne spaFls p bet the design procedure is 
quite dIffere~t dEpending upon th~ basrc type of slab chosen. 
The reason for the dIfference is ~ainly one of develop~ent of 
GeSG0n methodso The ci~velopment of each method ~s briefly discussed !n 
Deslgn Methods for Flat Slabs 
The actual construction of f12t slabs preceded any formal desfsn 
procedure and resulted in a wealth of differing opinion as to their adequacy 
and analysiso Engineers who had ~~ccessfully bui It and testeci their designs 
could defend them on principles of pragmatismo In Reference 15 u the various 
procedures are discu5sedo 
Most of the engineerir.g pub1cc considered flat s]abs to have 
propert~es which precluded rigorous analysIs and unti 1 J. Ro Nichols (16) 
wrote his paper presenting a relatively simple solution. no one ventured into 
the area of analysis. He developed an equation whnch 9 for the total moment 
nn an ~r.terior panel of a pin supported s1ab D would be 
+ - vtL 
M + M = Mo = 8 
..l-
where M' 2nd M are ma~ents across the positfive and negative sections and 
ff'! is the total moment. This equation did not 96ve the distribution to 
o 
negateve and positive moment sections but spec!ffied the sum. For a slab 
supported on finIte columns~ Ntchols derived an approximate expression~ 
M 
o 
2 
WL (1 _ 2c) 
= 8''' 3L 
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However~ the Flrst Jornt Go~~fttee (17) in 1916 gave the design 
2 stat~c mO:TIcrlt 2S fib :; 00 107 ~!L (1 - ;~) or 85 percent of that cO:Tlputed by 
o .... ·k. 
Eqo 502. ThIs was subsequently (1920) reduced even further to M = G.09 WL 
2 0 
f 1. ~\ if \ \,1 - 3 Ll The Second Jo[nt CO:Tt'1;[ttee \186' recommended the same equation 
w~th expiic~t recognition of the fact that they were designing for 72 percent 
of the mG:T:erlt resultIng frcT: 2: conslder2;tIc:c of st2tlcso The 1956 ACt 
f -,\ I I I ~tJ' aG.cea a facter F (F = 1015 - clL D but F > 1) v.:h t cn W2 S to 
prEvent the possib~ i tty cf 101.': deslsn rr:o~eC1t5 in s12bs ~dth ict't' elL ratic-s~ 
Up to th~5 t~mev no explicit consideration had been siven to pattern 
load ccnditions. All ~o~ent coefflcfents were based on unfform loads over all 
panels o St~dies made for the 1941 AG~ Sui Iding Code (19) showed that various 
Q r lIall1ge:J8n t s of the me. v2b 1 e 1 Gad S2 ve 5 i gn E f r car: t 1 y h r ghe.r mO:Tten t s 2. t some 
iocatilonso Rather than alter the mo~ent coefficaer.ts since they had been in 
lons sat~ sfactory use~ the f1exibll ety of the columns v:as 1 iffisted in order to 
minimize the effects of live load differentials between panels. 
~t was considered satisfactory for the maxtmum ma~ents to exceed 
the ~nBfcrm load moments by not more than 33 percento ~t was found that this 
could be acco:-r:;:--t fi shed by establish!ng a minimum average mo=nent of inertia for 
the COhHTIrlS above 2:1d below the floor (See Ref. 20). This was gfiven by the 
formula wh~ch 1s found in Sec. 1004(b) in AC~ 3180560 
3 
t h 
U =-~--
c WD O~5 +-~l 
where 
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ffiEnimum mo~er.t of Inertia of column but L > 1000 in4 
c 
t - the minimum required slab thickne~s in inches as given 
in Seco 1004(;::;) 
h = story hetS~t 
\ .. [ ~ 2nG 
~: 
total dead end panel 
The formula W25 der1ved by a~alyzIng a number of fremes with v2ry~ng colum~ 
~tfffne5ses and load ratios L~/~c 2nd lrm~tins the increase of the su~ cf the 
~. b, 
maXimum negat~ve and pos~tive moments to 33 percento 
~t was recognized that the maximu~ negat~ve and positive mo~ents 
would not occur 5~multaneously 2nd that red[stribution of mo~ent would h2ve 
2 bener[c&c1 effect rn reducing the severtty of the lo2dfing fimb21anceo 
Therefore an ~ncrease of 33 percent was allowedo 
Sf~ce the maXLmu~ positfve and neg5tive moments cannot cccur 
s~multar.eous1YD the equatfoll l[m~ts either the positive or negative mo:-nent 
~ncrease5 under strip loads to 33 percent o The effectiveness of this equatfion 
way be est~m2ted by coresidedn9 the mCl1ent of ~nertt2 of a typical column and 
co~parflng the ffiOl1ent increases that are known to result fro.l1 certain column 
st~ff&1esseso 
The effijciency of columns In reducing the effects of strap loads 
was Qa5cussed [n Seco 4030 The increase fin mQl1ents in a square panel could 
be. co~puted by the equat~on 1020 + 0080 [1/(1+K*)]~ ~t ~s interesteng to 
COl1.pare the cITlcrease In positive moment that would occur if minomum vaiues 
of cOHumn st~ffness prescribed by the AC~ Code are usedo For typacal value 
IkcE!COI/h 
K = ----------------------------
\. ~ k E ~ 1 b + kb E ~ b ) I a ~ 5 S a earn 
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of t g Hs Lp and Wn!WI = O~ the value cf K 1s usually qreater than 1.0 so 
t.... k, 
the moxent ratio may be about 1.60 which fs more than the precifced value 
of 1.33. The values of K must be about 5 in order to keep the ~o~ent ratio 
less than 1.33. Although the dead to live lo~d ratio wi 11 usually be less 
severe than used here r it does not appear that the limitlng column stiffness 
CEq. 503) Is sufficient to reduce the effects of strip loads, within the 
allow3ble range. 1n addition D for aspect rat~os lESS than o~e~ the efficiency 
or coluT.ns is further red~cedo 
The need for a ~ore rational method for the design of flat slabs 
arose fro~ the inabi I!ty of the empirical method to account for the effects 
of pattern loadings on mo~ents in slabs and columns. Out of this concern the 
frame or elastic analysis was developed which essentially reduces the three-
dimensIonal str~cture to 2 two-drmensional frameo 
The Elastic Analysis appeared in the 194] AC~ Code but ~"ras modifced 
to yield answers co~parable to the empirical method so it did little to 
ailevfiate the problem of pattern loadso The mo~ents were obtafned in the 
frame by using either the known load conditions or by positioning the full 
~ lve load on the 5;,pans to obtain maximum momentso (The 1953 AC~ CodeD 
Refo 21v uses 3/4 of the live load in pattern ioad configuratIons to take 
advantage of the probabf lity of a greater dead load-live load rat~o and 
mal1ent redEstt~fbut~on effects.) The moments nn the frame \~ere based on 
condgtoons of equ~ lBbrium and therefore were higher than those of the 
empnrucal de;dgn. To eliminate th!s d!screpancY9 the negative moments at 
a dGstance fro:n the column center line could be used !t'i design o The 
consequences of this recor:1;neildat~on were mo:nents that 'IJere nearly the same 
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as the empirical destgn mO:T!entsc The bsn.eftt of a solutHon based on 
equi llbrtum was lost. The method dld serve to alert the designer to pattern 
loads an~ prov~ded a method of des[gn when the aspect r2t~o was beyond the 
limits imposed by the empirical method (0075 S alb ~ 1.33). 
The desIgn of flat slabs largely ignores the effects of pattern 
loads. The empIrfc~l method l;m~ts colu~n st~ffness but is not 2de~uate to 
reduce pattern load effects to 2 predeterm[ned level. The elastic an21ysis 
considers pattern loads rn determ~n~ng deslgn mo~ents ths~ reduces the negative 
mo:nents to a level which gcves total rno:nents nearlY equal to the total mo:ner.t 
in the empr ricel method. 
5.4 Desipn Kethods for Tw~-Wav Slabs 
The recom:ner1ded des i gr: of tt"io-v:ay s Icbs a s current 1 y by use of 2ny 
one of three methods gfven in the 1963 AC~ Code. Method 1 has appeared in 
the AGI Code sfnce 1936 0 Method 2 since 1947 and Kethod 3 in 19630 The 
developffient and essential aspects of each method wi I 1 be discussed in this 
seetoon. Oetal led d~scusstons of these methods appear ~n Reference 22. 
(a) Method 1 
Unlike the flat slab which was attr~buted extraord~nary strength~ 
the t~'o-way s~ab Ij"as aL1a~yzed by rout~ne flexural computations. The two-v,tay 
action of the slab was not fully recognized or uti lized. The beams on which 
the slab rested spanned between the columns and seemed to indicate that the 
one-d6rectfional act[oL1 that had been used for f]oors compr~sed of joists and 
girders carry~ng the load to the columns was applicable. 
Th~s led to an anaiysfls snmi 1ar to the elastic analysis in flat 
siabs. The three-dimensional problem was reduced to a two-dimensional 
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approximation of a plate on rig~d supports. The method is explalned in 
References 23 and 240 
~n developing the procedure p two bas1c simplifications were made. 
First the load was divided to the two slab spans by a formula which was 
modified to make results conform with ava! lable theoretical analyses. 
~eco~dIY9 the d(strn~ut[on of load along the span was aS5l.!:;,eQ. To account 
for the end restraints of the siab 9 the points of contraflexure in the slab 
;:.·s.~e aetcrmtrled fro:-i1 2 fr2r.!e anEdys!s and used to Obt21rh the effectf\'e span 
~n the siabo 
Since part of the load was ass[gned to each span in the slab. 
the rem2[ocier of th,e load \~2S carrfied by the beams so that 211 the ]02d V{2S 
carrneO ln each dfirectiou. 
The slab m~);nents \fllere b2se.d on 10adBng p2tterns to create m2Xtmllm 
mo~ent CO:1cUt!onso [0 additnon beams v-,ere deSlgned by the contfC1uOUS beam 
mOJ"Lent coefffictents \'Io'hnch 21so consfider pattern load 0 Therefore p c·!;ethod 1 
resulted en desfign mo:nents that b'(ere fin excess of those geven by a solution 
ccnsndedn9 equi I nbrfum of the slabo ~t \'lfas apparent that pattern loads 
were provided foro 
(b) ~!e.thod 2 
Method 2 had its foundation in the 1921 paper of Westergaard and 
nng beamso The sOlutio~s used to obtain the moments were for continuous 
plates supported on rigid beams which provided no torsional restrainto Slnce 
flat slabs ~'I?ere descgned for 72 percent of the statnc moment the maximum 
moment coeffncfients (based on pattern loadangs) were reduced by 28 percent 0 
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The moment coeffi clents were fif1corporated ~nto the ]947 PUC~ Code, 
wIth so:ne mGd!f~catrortS ITiade by the 1940 Joint CO:Tndttee (25)0 The coeffl-
c1snts were glven for sIngle panels having differe~t boundary conditions. 
Any unbalanced mo~ent 2t the bound2rres W25 2ssumed to be res~sted partly 
(1/3 of the unbalanced mo~ent) by the tors~on21 restraint of the beams which 
~2S speciflsd by requ~ring beams 2Gd slabs to be c~st ~onolLthicaliyD 
~n addition p the load to the beams was specified by assigning a 
cert2~n area of the slab to be transferring load to the be2~. The beams ware 
then designed by use of the coefficients specified for continuous beams in 
which pattern loads were co~sideredo 
(c; l~ethod 3 
The bas I s for Kethod 3 is found ~ n a procedure reco:T .. -nended by 
!!t2fCUS (25) 0 l-",arcus d~vided the, slab i'lhich ~"J2S supported Gel rigild beal7ls 
fnto str~ps and determined the mOXIent coefficient for the stdpso Since 
th~s did not account for the torsional restraint between the stripss the 
mD:nerots ~'Jere corrected to conform to e!ast!c solutioEisc 
Checkerboard loads were used to obtaen pos~tfive mQ~ents and uroaform 
loads for negat§ve moments since Marcus concluded that the pattern loads dnd 
not affect negative moments matersa!lyo 
The coeffficfie01ts obtained by the Harcus method ~<Jere onlY s]~ght!y 
modifned and given for isolated panels with various boundary conditions in 
the 1953 AC~ Bu~ !dnng Code (21}0 The coeffBcients for positsve moment are 
different for live load and dead load in keeping w~th the or~ginal solutions 
Marcus obt2snedo Sonee the posit8ve dead load moments are for uno form 1oadonSD 
no Bncrease in mQ~ent fis necessaryv whereas the lnve load may cause an uncrease 
~n moment v the coerfucients for checkerboard load are g!ven o 
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As in the other methods v a portion of the panel load is assigned 
to be unrfcrmly distributed along the beam and the beam moments are co~puted 
~sing the coefficlents for beams given In the he! Code. 
The d6s~gn of two-way slabs !s basIcally the 5a~e for all the methods. 
The mc~eGt coefftc1ents are determined continuous supported on rigId 
beamso These coefficie~ts are obta~ned for pattern load~nss to yield m2X[~U~ 
QO~Ent5. ~n each case a portion of the load Is 2ssigned to the beam wh~ch fs 
then designed using beam mo~ent coefficients based on pattern loadings on 
Therefore each method results in coefficients which give total 
mo:nents that are tn excess· of the St2t~C mo:nent fin 2 paneL This is in sharp 
contrast to flat slabs which do not effectively account for pattern loads 2nd 
2 re not even cies u gned for the toto 1 stat c c mo:nertt fi n a pane 1. 
Design Kc~ents ~n the Test Structures 
Four of the test structures were designed according to provisions 
of the AC~ Codeo The flat plate FI and the fiat s1abs f2 and f3 were des6gned 
accorcifng to the Empirical Methodo The typical two-way slab 11 was designed 
by Method 1 for slabs ~upported on a1] sedeso The two-way slab with shallow 
beams was desrgned to prov~de 0 beam st~ffness that was about midway between 
F! and TL ~t was desEgned usnng a total desa9n moment based on the stat~c 
The desogn moment coefficients are shown in Figso 501-5.4. The beam 
and the slab moment are comboned Bill the wall strip in flD f2 and F3 even 
though in design these elements are considered separatelyo 
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506 CO:nP2rlSOn of ;/teasure.d with DesIgn Ho:n~ 
~deal lYll z deslgn procedure should prov!Ge for the moment ~t a 
given sect [on 0 fer an economical design, ~t is equally lmportant 
that certain sectfons are not over-designed whi 1e ethers are under-des~gned. 
A balance should be mai~tained if possible. fn v~e~ of the backgrou~d 
2nG pattern loed measured mo:nentso 
308 and 30100 The mo~ents are shown by different symbols for the column or 
middle str~p and the wall str~po Open symbols represent uniform load moments 
and sol id symbols designate pattern iOod mo;nentso A 1 fine has been dravt~ from 
the origin at 4-5 degrees \I,hlch is the ~deal case or me2sured ri1o~ents 2nd 
design moments being equalo 
fin Ff90 505 the mo~ents in structure Fl are consederedo ut can be 
seen that the points are scattered and lle both above and below the 45 degree 
lineo The wall strip moments (including the beams) lie well below the llneo 
However 9 the beams which constitute the major portion of the moment are not 
typical cases. First D the beams tend to be con5ervat~vely designed and 
secondly~ the measured beam moments are not as reliable as the measured slab 
moments 0 
The salod symbols should lie above the open symbols snnce the loads 
were applied to create maximum mQ~ent conditions. However~ no def~n~te trend 
is evident in that respecto The concentration of points at the lower left 
of Figo 5.5 are the only values that are above the equality l~neo These ponnts 
w[dd!e and cotumn str~pso These sect~o~s appe2r to b& under-designed even 
[5 ~s f~ contrast wfth 
of the sectro~so The patter~ lead mc~ents are slightly h~sher 
ctent to Frov~de fer the u~~fQrm lo2d~ t ~s un~~kety that the pattern load 
~n d8~~9 th~s an sddltfonai strength ~s ~mp2rted to edge panelso Therefore v 
momentso These sect~ons, ccnst.otute a major p:olf'tncm of the mo:nent capacnty fin 
-' 
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The co:-npaf!SOn of mo~ents in structure Tl 1S snOt,m tn Ffigo 5080 
n"L poin~s fer unIform ioad momefiits l~e cons~stently below the equ2~ity 
l[neo Even the patterri load moments are generaily belOl:'t ~~:ze 1tneo Thfs. 
C(Xl1p2r!SOn fnQ[Cat.es that the structure was over-des£f2r.edo lit t5 des~r2ble 
to have the unGform 100.d mO:TIents be about eq:..ial to the design mo:nents vdth 
the pattern load mo:nerlts ,. exceec!ng the desiqn mo~e~ts by a s~all perce~t2ge. 
Ho~everD In structure Tl which was desis~ed by Kethod 1 of the AG~ CodeD the 
measured ElOJ1ents were almost a~1 be]o¥{ the des,1gn mo::nentso ThlS resu1t os 
consistent with the fundamental aspects of the Method I in which the beams 
and slab are both desrgnE;Q fer m2X&mUITi Do:ner!tso [rt do~r:g this, t.he des~gG1 
mo~ents are quite large and over-designing resultso 
results in several interesting conclusio~5o The design mo~ent5 appear to 
adequately provide Co,. eor uniform loado The d.es ti gn t'e1o:nel1 t s are lot.,; a t ~·OJie 
sections 2nd high at others but over-all the design seems to be sufficnento 
The pattern load Qo~ents generally were greater than the design mc~ents b~t 
were not excessively higho at appears that the main crnticosm of the method ":'.-,.. 
&5 that it does net d~stribute the mo~ent to the sectoons very we]!o ~OWeverv 
pattern loaes did not seem to exceed des~gn moments suffKcBell1t~y to be gnven 
l:l ~ "::-"112:-y Of the emp fi r 0 ca 1 des n gn method d l d not prey n de for the 
uniform load 2n.d therefore did not provide for the pattern loado The 
ffiltagating condlt1on is that the pattern 10ad mo~ents were not substantoaily 
greater than the unIform load moments in structures tiv F2 and F30 Method 
for two-way slabs resulted in a design that provided more moment capacity 
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than was needed under uniform or pattern loads. The method used fer struct~re 
12 2ppe2red to have provi ded suffi Ct ent capac! ty for the mo:nents in the 
structure as a whole: however, the mo:nent v..'2S not y/ell distributed betv:een the 
se.ct fens 0 
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60 A PROCEDURE FOR DETERM[N~NG THE EFFECT OF BEAM AND 
COLUKN ST~FF~ESSES 
601 entroc:.Jctory Remarks 
rn the preceding chapters design procedures for slabs were 
" . QlSCUSseco it was show~ that the tr~2tment of pattern loads is nct con-
slstent fo~ the drffere~t ~ethodso tro~ that discuss~on i~ is a~pare~t 
that consfderably disagreement exists 2S to the importance of pattern loadso 
~f pattern loads are important p the desig~ methods do not sst~sf2ctori ly 
stipulate how they shall be included in the design o 
A method is presented fn th1s chapter to estimate the effects of 
pattern lcad In a qlve~ slabo The procedure is ~ot intended to provide 
absolute values of pattern load mo:c;ent v but rather to GIT1d~cate where pattern 
loads should be given f~rther attention in a partIcular caseo 
The procedure consists of developing domains of stiffness parameter 
co;no n n2t Ions 'r,h i ch sat i sfy a given pattern rat i 00 The estab 1 i shmeG1t of the 
do~ains was 2cco~pli5hed by using the avai lable theoretical solutions and 
extendEng the~ to cover add~tionaI cases where Hv J D and K are varnedo The 
~nfiue~Ce of the load ratio on the effects of pattern loads is inc]~dedo A 
disCUSS~8~ c~ p~t~e~~ load effects on beams is also giveno 
Fi:-,c 1 ;y: :he procedure ~s compared with the reSU]ts of pat.tern 
load tests o~ t~e ~~ve test structureSa 
602 Development of a Procedure to Estimate the Effect of Beam and Column 
S.t~ffnesses 
The combinations of the stiffness parameters that have been studied 
were discussed in Chapter 40 The available solutions include the effects of 
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be2[T, stcffnes5 H on mOTsr,ts under both strnp c:r:d checkerboard loads \'"ith 
J = K 00 There are also solutlo~s for varying values of J and H = =, 
K - 00 The aspect ratios varied fro~ 0.5 to 2.0 ~n these solutions. 
un addft[on c the effect of strfp loads were studied for square 
panels having rig~d colu~ns with H = J = D. By a method of interpolation, 
flexible columns could be iGcluded in thfs solution. 
The pattern ratics fer s~rrp loadings in pc:nels havIng co~brnations 
cf f[nite values of beth Hand K were not avaIlable. There were no sclutic~s 
for varying values of K and J in panels under strip loads. 
checkerboard loads had not been studied for panels in which J and K were 
varied along with a varying value of H. However, most of these cases had 
been studted at so~e extre::1e values of the stiffness parameters such as r~gid 
be2ms ~r no beams. 
~n order to approximate the pattern ratios for the cases which were 
not stud~ed previously~ a means of establishing these ratios was devised. 
The construction fer these solutions is shown ~n Fig. 6.1. Pattern ratios for 
a panel havlflg an 2spect ratio of one are shown 2nd only positive moments are 
included since these were shown [n the preceding discussions to be critical. 
The basrc curves D uppermost in FiSo 601, are identical to those shown in 
fiSo 406. These top lines give the pattern ratios for cases of strip loadlng 
with K = 0 9 H varying and checkerboard loading with J = Ou H varying. 
The rema!nirtg curves for the condition of str!p loads were determined 
on the fOllowing manner. For alb = 1.0 9 ~t was known that for H = 0 9 K = oo~ 
the pattern ratio a was 2pprox~mately 1.200 ~n addition a linear interpolation 
for the pattern ratio betweer. values of K = 0 and K = co could be used~ 
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ThereforeJ) a vertical linear sC21e \:,,25 estab!!sheci on the H/{l+H) =- 0 2xnso 
A straight line was drawn connecting a = 1020. H/(I+H) = 0 and a = 100D 
H/(l+H) = 1.0~ The exact shape of this curve may not be a straight line~ 
but may decrease very rapidly for lo~ values of H and approach an asymptote 
_,J.. I,...! ( 1-LW). c. L u i..! . II t t.. II = I.O~ however the str~lght 11~e [s a conserv2tive approximatio~. 
The curves for val ues of K/ (1+1q bet~\teen zero and one t'c'sre drat-'m us [ng a 
iinear vertical interpolation. 
~ This const~uction co~pleted the pattern ratios for strip loads 
For varying values of Hand Kp J =- D. By exaQini~g the curves for strip 
loads. it can be seen that the effect of finite values of J is to further 
decrease the curves 50 that a = 1.0 is approached. Howevef n the effectiveness 
of J in reducing mo~ents depends on the capacity of the column and beam to 
~-.:-~thstar,d the tarslon transmitted to themo [~o 2CC;Jrate estemct~ort of the 
parameter J in reducnng effects of strIp loads was avai lable D therefore D nt 
~2S considered conservative to assume that increasing J did not reduce strip 
load pattern ratios. 
The curves which co~pleted the combinations of st~ffr.ess parameter5 
for checkerboard load pattern ratios were constructed by using the fol1ow~ng 
procedure-. From the avai lable solutions 9 the pattern rat!os were known for 
cases of .~ = 0 and H. being variedQ Solutions for the influence of J in 
checkerboard loadings with H = ro were shown in Fig. 4.9. ~t can be seen 
that the variation of the pattern ratio as a1most linear w6th ~ncreasijng 
values of J. ThES is conservat~ve since a smal] oncrease in J ~s more 
efficient in reducing the pattern ratio at low values of J than at higher 
values. This led to a vertical !inear scale of J/(I+J) along the H/{]+H} = ]00 
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ax1s betVt'een vaiues of J/(l+J) of zero and oneo f, further assumption was made 
that the values of a would be 1.0 for J/(I+J} = 1.G regardless of the value of 
H and that the origln of all the curves was at the point where the curves for 
J = 0 crossed the line for a = IpOo All the curves may not cross at this 
polntp however r the varlat10n shol1!d not be too greato The curves for tnter-
meciiate values of J/(l+J) were constructed ~sing 2 iinear vert~c21 interpolation 
between the lim[tlng curveso 
The ~nfluence of K on checkerboard load pattern rat1cs ~2S not ~eecied 
since o~ly positive mo~ents are critical and K has no ~nfluence on these ratios; 
there is a diagonal line of sy~~etry across the panelso 
This method of extending the avai lable solutions to other values of 
the 2::pect ratio ~'Jas, accoiTIplished ~dth OUlIY one add~tional as,sulilptiOrl0 The 
checke~bo2rd load curves for any values of the aspect ratio can be constructed 
just as for alb; 1000 However 8 for strip loads the effrc[ency of the stiffness 
of the columns in reducing the pattern ratlo decreases 2S the aspect ratio 
de:.re2seso ~1i1 order to co:np lete the curves for stri p loads p 1 t was assumed 
that for alb = 005 finite column stiffness did not reduce the moments whi Ie 
for alb ~ 200v rggid columns were cQ~plete1y effective in isolating the panels 
frol1 stL""ijp ]oadso By f!tt~ng 2 curve through the known PO!!1t5 8 the pattern 
ratios were determrned to be approximately 200 for alb = 005 D 104 for alb = 
008 9 102 for alb = IGO (th~s value was previously known)D 101 for alb = 1025 
and 100 fOe alb = 2000 
~t can be seen that the effects of pattern loads are d1vnded into 
strip load effects in which Hand K are the major var[ables and checkerboard 
ioad effects In whfich Hand J are the major var~ab1eso This division made ijt 
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possible to chart do~ains in which co~binations of the stiffness parameters 
satisfy a particu1ar pattern ratio. 
These do~ains are indic2ted in F~g5. 6.2-6.6. Three values of the 
pattern ratio (4/3 r 3/2~ 513) are used and the do~alns are given for fIve 
aspect ratIos. The dO~2ins were obtained using the curve shown in figo 6. I 
Ter a./b = 100 end sImIlar curves V-!ere COr1stn.:ctea to e5tabl~;;.h the G0113fins 
fer the reC2!nlng 2~pect ratios. 
The shaded areas 1n Figs. 6.2-6.6 ~ndEcate the cOl1blnatfions of 
the st!rrness parameters v:hich result in the mo:nent ratio being exceeded. 
this CGdanger Gt are2~ the patterns ratio may be surpassed. it should be poheted 
out that the areas are not sharply deiineated since the curves from ~hfich the 
values were obtained are not exact In ail cases. These domains give an 
indication when further attention to the effects of pattern loads is neededo 
The use of these do~a!n.s in practical problems is discussed ~n the following A 
sectooLlo 
6.3 Appiicat~on of the Proposed Procedure 
The development of the procedure discussed ~n Seco 6.3 was based 
on theoret real 50 l ut i onsi t1 Wh1 ch the permanent ioadwas assumed to be zeroo 
Un an actual structure. there wi"11 be some permanent load on the floor slabo 
Slnce the procedure ~s to be applied to slabs havfing varying vafiues of 
permanent and movable ioads it is necessary to adjust the pattern ratio to 
obtain the moment rat roo 
The pattern ratio a was previous~y defined as the ratno of pattern 
to the uniform load moment where the entEre load was a movabie loado The 
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mornent ratfc 'f' ~as the ratic of pattern to urdform load mo:-uent in a structure 
having a load ratio ~o Ths load ratfo $ is the rat~o of movable to total 
t02do 
~n a structure having a value of ~ less than ones the effects of 
pattern loads are less severe than when ~ = 100 (the case of pattern ratios)o 
The equation is derived by considering the mo~ent ~n a structure to be the 
sum of the permsnent load multrplled by the uniform load ~o~ent coefficient 
2~d the movable load mUltiplied by the pattern load ~c~ent coefficient. 
The use of thls equation in conjunction \,dtn the QO:t1alns of Fggo 
602-606 for a g~ven s!'ructure consists of the following f(ve stepso 
10 Determlnatlon of the load r2t~o~ po 
20 Selection of the allowable moment ratio 70 
3. Determination of the pattern uatio a u5~ng Eq. 6010 
4. Computation of relatDve stEffnesses Hp J and Ko 
50 Using Figo 602-605!) determane whether pattern loads may result 
fin greater increases ~1l1 mexnent then t':!ereal1owed In Step 20 
The f-s rst three.steps aue se i f-exp labiatoryo HOY-lever p the fourth 
and f~fth steps need further expla~atlono The method of computfing Hs J and 
K are given in Seco 5050 ~n the case of a rectangular slab having different 
beams in the two spans v a check 55 made for the effects of pattern loads in 
each dorectncno fn making these checks v the effects of d~fferent beam 
f!exural st[ffness (Hb) in the perpendicular span are covered auto.~aticafilyo 
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If the torsional stiffnesses of the beams In the two spans are 
different D it is conservatfve to use the !ov",er value of J for beth sp,anso 
Step 5 involves ~aking two checks for a particular panel: one 
ror the effects of strip lead and one for checkerboard load. The check fer 
strip lo2ci is made by co~puting the values of H/(i+H) and K/(l+K) and th~s 
pOInt is located on the coordinates of Figs. S.2-6.6. Si~i larly the value 
is computed and the point J/(l+J)p H/(I+H) ls iocatedo ~f the.se 
two points do not lie in the shaded areas s the pattern loads should not 
Increase the average mo~ents more than the prescrfbed amounto 
For et-~amplev if the pattern ratio IS de.termlne'd to be 3/2 for 2 
J/(I+J) = Op K/(l+K) = 0.2 it can be seen in Figc 604 that checkerboard load 
mcTtents h'! i i not exceed the 211ot'Jable 0: but strip load r;;0:t18nts ffi2Y exce.ed the 
value of a = I.SOQ However if K/(I+K) is 003 strip loads should not yield 
pattern ratios exceeding 1.500 
The steps outlined in the preceding paragraphs are for thE effects 
of pattern loads on the slab positive mo.'11ents in an inter~or paneL ~n 
Chapter 4 it was poanted out that these moments are the most c!dt~ca! wnth 
respec~ to pattern loadso This is confirmed by the measured ma'TIent.s guven 
stiffness parameter satosfyfing the requirements fer positBve slab moment in 
the interior panel should also be sufficient for edge or corner panelso 
~t is important to remember that as the values of the beam f~exural 
stiffness increase the distribution of moment to the beam also !ncreaseso for 
iarge values of Hv the major portion of the mo.~ent ~s carried by the beamo 
I ::, :--._, 
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~t is necessary to determfne the effect of pattern loads on the beams since 
these may be tr"s critical sectEoLls. The be.am mO:Ttents are max[m~zed by str~p 
i02d~ngs in most cases and strip loadings wr 11 produce increases equal to 
modiffed checkerboard loadings In the remaining cases. A frame analysis is 
g~ven ~G the Appendix for co~putlng the mo~ent rat~o5 in slab structures 
approxImated by a two-d1mensional frame and loaded uniformly or by str[p 
pa tterr.s 0 
The procedure o~tlined rn thIs chapter has been based strictly upon 
theorstical consideratfonso ~t is desirable to determrne how weI! It ccrrc-
lates with the results of the five test structureSa The procedure is intended 
for uss ~n e5tlffi2t~ng the effects of pattern loads on a given structure. 
~;o~~everil for the put~o5es of th~s ccxnpartSoJ1 the procedure is altered slightlyo 
Rather- them a~su;ne a value for the allo~2ble mo:-nent ratio 1~ the mO:1ient ratios 
measured rn the test structures are used and for the values of the load ratoo 
~ on the structures. the measured values of a are determined. The measured 
vaiues of a are co~pared w~th the estnmated va~ues of a according to the 
suggested procedure. The comparIson ~s made on terms of the positive moment 
ratio in the interior panels of the structureso 
~n any comparisons the simi larities and differences between the 
stoffness parameters of the test structures and ~dea]~zed stiffness parameters 
must be exam~nedo The greatest dfifference is in the s,upport[ng elementso ~n 
the test structures the bea~s and columns have finite widths and th~cknes5eso 
~n the theoretical solutrons~ these elements a~e dimensionlesso The neutral 
aX65 of the beams and slabs are the same sn the theoretncal solutions elfimnnat-
ung I-beam action of the slabo 
:.,.1. 
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The values of K are determined routinely with the stiffness of the 
column capitals considered as outlined in the Appendix. 
The values of the stiffnesses and stiffness parameters are given 
below for the anterior panels of the test structures. A range rather than a 
53ngle value is g!ven for beam stiffnesses of structures T1 and T20 The 
lo"J'Jer bound of the range corresponds to a rectangular beam whi 18 the upper 
bound correspoilds to a T-beam as descri b;~d abOVe. 
StructLJre H J K H J K l+H 1+J l+K 
trl 0 0 11 0 0 009 
f2!)f3 0 0 1 0 0 005 
11 2=3 1 4 0067-0075 005 008 
12 0.4-005 003 9 0028-0.38 0023 009 
To Estimate the effects of pattern loads on the test structures, 
,... .-.... 
" I 
. ..,. 0 ,,' Th~s figure ~as constructed in the S2me m3nner as were 
39proximate the values of the pattern ratios. 
r ..... 
~ I 
'"". , for the pertinent the stiffness par.amet~rs 
: ~:- ~~ 5e~n that chac~~rboard loads should ba of ~a concern in 
3trGct~r~~ ~i =2 and F3. Since thsse structures have no beams 9 the i~portant 
COOls}de~-=t.'-.~ :3 the strip load effect. Structure fl should not be seriously 
affected by s:rip loadso The value of K/(1+K) Is large and the value of a 
Js about 1.20 However. the value of a for F2 and F3 is about 1060 The columns 
were relatively flexible as indicated by the valwe of K/(l+K) = 005 and strip 
loads must be given considerationo 
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The po~nts plotted for structures T1 and 12 are shown as lines as 
a result of the range of beam flexural stiffnesses that were ccmputedo The 
location of the lines for 11 indicates that the value of a for either 
checkerboard or strip loads is less than 1020 This pattern rat!o is q~nte 
low and pattern loads should be of no consequence in Tlo 
The locataon of the !i~e relating J/(l+J) and H/(~+H) for 12 shows 
that the effects of checkerboard loads should be negligibleo Figure 607 
indicates that the effect of strip loads wi 11 be greater than the effect of 
checkerboard loadso However s the strip load pattern ratio should be about 
The va1ues of a measured in the tests are summarized belowo The 
va 1 ue of f3 'J,Jas :<J'lo'.,vn 9 )' ~\I,as measured in the tests and CC was oata a fled by \Use 
StrLlctLiile 
f l 
f2 
;-3 
T1 
12 
~t can be seen that 
P ! :Q; meas 0 measo 
0072 1009 10 13 
0085 i 0 14 L ~ 7 
0078 L64 L82 
0081 ' "")' l 0 ..:.. I ! 025 
0006 1003 1005 
estimated values of a compare favorably with 
the measured valu2so Strip loads resulted in a pattern ratio sl}ghtly grsatsr 
than ).1 in fl a~d th~s is nearly the value that was estimatedo The measur~c 
value of a is quite low ~n F2 and h~9h ~n f30 ~t is fe1t that these ars 
extreme valUeS2Gld the act?Jal p,att,erJ1 rat~o lies betweer;o The esltamatsd 
pattern ratio was 106 which seems reascnablso The value of a estimated for 
11 was about equal to that measuredo It was pred~cted that checkerboard loads 
would be of no consequence in T2 and this was conf~rmed by the testso 
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~ t m!..!~ t be remembered tha t the va 1 ues of mea sured mc:nen t L:sed to 
co:npl.!te the pattern ratio are across the interior panel positive moment 
sect10n and therefore are subject to localized irregularities which cannot 
be e 1 fimc nated as eas r 1 y as w~err the average mOJ1ent rat i 0 is taken for the 
entire structure. However, the estimated values are sufficiently accurate 
for design purposes. 
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7. SUMMARY 
7.1 Obiect and Scope 
The object of this study is to evaluate the effects of pattern 
loadings on reinforced co~crete floor slabs. This report brings together 
a~d correlates the avai lable analytical and experimental Information en 
the effects or pattern loaC:1r:s:s ~:'. floor slabs in order to-develop 2 urdffed 
approach to the problem. 
The experimental studies consIst of load tests on a series of five 
multtple-panel reinforced concrete floor slabs. The test structures irec1uded 
two fiat slabs. 2 flat plate and two two-way slabs. Layouts of these slabs 
are sho'v<!rl in f l S s. 2. 1- 2.30 
The avai lab!e theoretical solutions for plates under patterft 
loadings are listed in Tables 3-90 Panels having aspect r2tios from 005 
to 2.0 are co~sideredo The variables are the beam torsional and flexura! 
stsffnesscs and the column flexural stiffnesso 
702 Behavior of Test Structures Under Pattern Loads 
Two tvpes or pattern loads \-.rere appl ied to the structureso Checker-
board patter'lS vs:s used in the two-way slabs and strip patterns in the flat 
slabso The 1~3d;:9 patterns are shown in Figo 2040 
Rep~e~e~t2t1ve strain distributions across critical sections for 
uniform and p2tte~~ loadings are shown in Figso 206 and 2070 Deflect~ons 
are compared in f~g50 208-20120 The pattern loadings increased stranns 
across ai 1 the sectionso However g ip some cases this increase ~'ias ne.gHg[bleo 
The increases in deflection ranged fro~ 10 percent in Fl to 100 percent ~n f3 
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but the 2bsolute increases in deflectio~ ~€re small in a1 i the structures. 
The crack patterns were nearly unaffected by the pattern loadso No new 
cracks were formed but a slight widening and lengthenlng of the existing 
cracks ~as observed. On the basis of the deflection~ str2in 2nd crack 
observatfons p ft can be said that the serviceabi lity of the test structures 
was unimpaired by pattern loads. 
The mo:ne.nts tn the test structures t;,18re calcuiated fro:n strain 
measurements fer both pattern and unfform loads and are co~pEred in Figs. 
The strip load mo:netlts in the flat plate and slabs were about 20 
~>ercent greater than un 1 form load mo:nentso Under checkerboard lo2ds~ the 
mo:nents !r1cre2sed by about 30 percent in the typicai tv.:o-\!;ay slab p but \'(ere 
unchanged in the two-way slab with 5hallo~ be2~s. 
703 Theoretical Solutio~s for Pattern Load Moments 
The avaIlable solutions for the effects of pattern load on moments 
are given in Tables 3-9. The trends evinced by these solutions are shown in 
F ~ 9S 0 4.4-4. 11 0 
The theoretical solutions indicate that the effects of pattern loads 
on the slab moments in edge or corner panels are less than on an interior 
p2t1e12r.d.positive.mm7er;ts are affected more thannegativ.e .mo.l1entso ~n 
cddGtiorlv ~t is shown that checkerboard loads result in greater moment 
fifitcreases than strgp loads only if beams having very large flexural stiffness 
support the slab. 
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704 Procedure for Estimating the Effects of Pattern Loads 
The discussion of development of current design methods in Chapter 5 
indicates that pattern loads are not treated consistently f~ the var~ous 
methods. They are €ncluded In determfrring tt"lo-way slab design mo~ents and 
largely ~gnored ~n flat slab design. 
A method is cieveloped in Chapter 0 for predicting the effects of 
pattern loads on a slab supported by beams or columns of sny stiffness. The 
method is based on the ava! lable theoretical solutions and plausible entsnsions 
of these solutions for a wfder range of variables. The method consists of 
determinlng whether the given co~binations of the stiffness parameters are 
~~< 0 l' 0 h· Db d' , IS Fe surrcc!ent to !Im~t t e mo~ent ~ncreases to a prescrc e· leV8t , ee . igS. 
602-6.6)0 The beam flexural and torsional stiffnesses must provide for 
checkerboard loads; columns cannot l1mit the effects of checkerboard loads 
O~ positive mo~ents. The be2m and cOlumn flexural stiffnesses must provide 
for the effects of strip loads. ~t is assumed that the beam torsional stiff-
nesses do not decrease the effects of strip loadso 
The suggested procedure for estimating the effects of pattern loads 
shows that checkerboard loads are not critical unless very stiff beams are 
used. ~ tis also shown that in most structures p strip 'loads are of prijme 
concern and .s.E.g!1 n,f i.ca.nt·momevr'lt ~ i1crea.ses resu 1 t if re lat! ve 1 y f] exi b t e beams 
or co1umns ere employed. 
A frame analysis is presented ~n the Appendix for determ~ning the 
unfform or strip load moments in any type of slab. The frame analysis 
enables cQ~putatRon of absolute ma~ent values at design sectconso 
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TABLE 1 PROPERT~ES OF H!\TER~ALS IN TEST STfUJCTURf::S 
Structure 
Fl 
F2 
f3 
Tl 
T2 
fa 
c 
psi 
2510 
2760 
3760 
2830 
3550 
E 
c 
ksi 
2400 
3100 
3700 
3000 
3300 
f J\ge Reinforcement 
r 
psi days 
700 76 1/8 in. sq. bars 
600 78 1/8 ino sq. bars 
750 55 --::'t; 
590 76 1/8 in. sq. bars 
940 50 1/8 in. sq. bars 
'k Hires with diameters ranging from 0.142 to 000625 in. 
-1d, Based on average of \'/i res at 0.2% offset. 
Proportional limits of wires 50-55 k~i 0 
Concrete properties are based on tests of 2 by 4-in. cylinders o 
.~_~~~.~. ~. ~= __ ,...,,_.~ ...... r _____ ~·_~_ 
f Des i gil Load s y Live Load Dead toad 
ks i psf psf 
~-~--. ~-~- ... ---~ 
36.7 70 85 
42.0 200 8 r-.) 
70,;'0';· 200 85 
42.0 70 75 
4766 70 75 
"""""---'-'~.~~~.~I"T,., ... -_ .... _-
, 
'" N 
I 
Structure 
fl 
F2 
F3 
T1 
T2 
10-1,'.' I 
TARLE 2 ASSUHED PROrERT~ES USED ~N NONENT-STRAIN ~ELI\TIO~JSH!PS 
Cracking Cracking Ocam Flange Hidths 
Strain Stress, psi. Edge Be()ms Interior [learns 
0000015 310 4t g deep beam 
0, sha1 low beam 
00000\5 360 4t9 deep beam 
0, sh~ 1 lowbc8m 
0000019 600 4t, deep nC8m 
0, sha 110\'1 bC(.1fl1 
0000015 400, slab 4t 4t 
350, beams 
0.00020 550, s 1 ab 3t 3t 
500, beams 
"~=-~~~.~~-~~~~ ..~. ~~~~~~. 
I 
-...J 
W , 
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TAB LE 3 COKPAR! SON OF PATTERN \<! ~ TH UN! FORM LOAD POS! T ~ VE Km~ENTS 
I N AI~ t 5'[TER! OR PA~E L 
I:.spect BearLt {::,veraoe p< Slab Fositive Mo:nents~ I-Vc2 
2 
F!ext..:ral Checkerbo2rd Str~p 
S t [ f f rt e s s-;:~ IV Me-,-
alb ~. KUL r\,o 
:1.C8 
ry F.' v t a
r
_ ,: = = 
2 1\;1 
'-"'(''''' ' 'c;:"' t~f;l \.('t-.o.I ",,:J ... t :,;. L 
'r.... ~.c... 
005 0 0.0417 0.0533 1. 28 0.0:33 2.00 
0.25 0.0304 0.0[;·77 1.57 O.O~Ol LS8 
0.5 0.0278 0.0464- 1067 0.0521 1.87 
La 0.0263 0.04-56 1. 73 0.0456 1. 73 
2.5 0.0255 0.OL!-52 1. 77 0.0401 1057 
0:: 0.0251 0.0450 1. 79 0.0352 1.40 
0.8 0 o. 0~·1 7 0.0384 0.92 0.0833 2.00 
0.4 0.0277 0.0314 1. 13 0.0521 1.88 
0.8 0.0232 0.0291 1. 25 O.03S'8 1. 72 
106 0.0197 0.0280 1.42 0.0313 1.59 
4.0 0.0172 0.0261 1.52 0.0230 1 .34-
co 0.0152 0.0251 1.65 0.0161 1.06 
LO 0 0.0417 0.0327 0078 0.0833 2.00 
0.5 0.0263 0.0250 0.95 0.0454 L 73 
1.0 0.0208 0.0222 1.07 0.0331 1059 
2.0 0.0154 0.0200 1.22 0.0234 1043 
5.0 0.0127 0.0182 1.43 000155 1. 22 
co 0.0095 0.0166 1. 73 000090 0.94 
1025 0 0.0417 0.0313 o. 75 0.0833 2.00 
0.63 0.0248 0.0228 0.92 0.0408 1.65 
1025 0.0185 0.0197 1.06 0.0279 1.51 
2050 0.0133 0.0172 1.29 000182 1.37 
6.25 0.0088 000148 1068 000105 1. 19 
co 000049 000128 2.61 000042 0086 
200 0 0.0417 000256 0.61 0.0833 2.00 
1.0 0.0208 000158 0076 0.0313 1.50 
2.0 0.0139 0.0124 0.89 0.0195 1040 
400 0.0085 0.0097 1.14 000113 1. 33 
10.0 0.0041 0.0075 1.83 0.0051 1. 24 
co 0.0005 000033 6.60 0.0004 0.80 
"':t
g
; 
2 H = H (b/a) 0 b a 
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TAB LE 4 COKPAR [sor~ OF PATTERN vI! TH U!~! FOf.M LOAD NEGAT! VE MOHENTS 
Aspect 
Rat 1 0 
alb 
0.5 
100 
1. 25 
2.0 
Beam 
Flexurai 
St i ffness i" 
H 
a 
o 
.0.25 
0.5 
1.0 
2.5 
00 
o 
0.4· 
0.8 
106 
4.0 
co 
CXJ 
o 
0.63 
1. 25 
2.5 
6.25 
o 
1.0 
2.S 
4.0 
\0.0 
!N AN !NTERIOR PANEL 
0.0833 
0.0581 
0.0556 
0.0548 
0.0550 
0.0558 
0.0833 
0.0512 
0.0463 
O.OLi·28 
0.04-05 
0.0390 
0.0833 
0.0488 
0.0417 
0.0364 
0.0324 
0.0291 
0.0833 
0.0458 
0.0370 
0.0303 
0.0248 
0.0201 
0.0833 
0.0385 
0.0278 
0.0197 
0.0133 
0.0079 
J = K = 0 
Averaqe Slab Neqative Moments, K/oa 2. 
Checkerboard Strip 
0.0472 
0.0732 
0.0338 
0.0436 
0.0532 
0.0333 
0.0373 
0.0428 
0.0276 
0.0297 
0.0317 
0.0160 
0.0150 
0.0133 
Mea MST 
- = ex MST - = a 
KUL CB MUL ST 
0.86 
1. 31 
0.79 
1.08 
1. 37 
0.92 
10 15 
1.47 
0.91 
1 .20 
1058 
0.81 
1. 13 
1.68 
0.1042 
0.072 
0.069 
0.057 
0.065 
0.064·2 
O.10L:-2 
0.064 
0.056 
0.051 
0.045 
0.0415 
O. l042 
0.060 
0.050 
0.04·3 
00035 
0.0299 
o. i 042 
0.056 
0.044 
0.035 
0.026 
0 .. 0200 
o. 1042 
0.047 
0.033 
0.023 
00014 
0.0079 
1. 25 
1 .24· 
1. 24 
1. 22 
1. 18 
1. 15 
1. 25 
1.23 
1. 21 
1. 19 
1. 11 
1.06 
1. 2.5 
1. 23 
1.20 
l. 18 
1.08 
1.03 
1.25 
1.22 
1. 19 
1. 16 
LOS 
1.00 
1. 25 
1.22 
1. 19 
1. 17 
1.05 
1.00 
TABLE 5 COMPAR ~ SON OF CHECKERBOARD H~ TH U~U FORt-1 LOAD t10MENTS ~ N AN ~ NTEfU OR PANEL 
H = oo_~ K =:; 0 
--
-.......... ........-~~~~-~ 
Aspect Beam 2 Aver~,fte Slab t1om~nt s ~_ n/g_~. 
Rat i 0 Torsional Positive Homcnt l!£;.J.:) tLY-9~ H0l~D.!~ 
Stiffness t1UL Men aCf) ~lUL HCO a CO 
alb J J b a 
-~--~----. ._----...,.-..--...-............... _-
0.5 0 0 0.0279 000467 1067 000556 00072.13 1031 
O. 78 1 000279 0.0360 1. 29 0.0556 0.0616 I . /. 2 
1.54 2 0.0279 0.0330 10 18 0.0556 O.06:i:l 1. 14 
00 co 0.0279 0.0279 1.00 0.0556 (L 05:';6 1.00 , 
_I 
(J) 
I 
0.8 0 0 000168 - 0.0262 1056 0.0389 0.0523 1 0 ~36 
0.79 0.83 0.0168 000213 L27 0.0389 0.0473 1.22 
1058 1.66 0.0168 0.0196 1 .'17 0.03[39 00 UI1·J1·9 10 15 
00 00 0.0168 0.0168 1.00 0.0359 0.03139 1.00 
1.0 0 0 0.0119 0.0178 1.50 0.0290 0.0434 1.50 
0.81 0081 0.0119 0.0146 1.22 0.0290 0.0371 1.28 
1.62 }.62 0.0119 0.0136 1. 14 0.0290 0.0341. I • 113 
00 00 0.0119 0.0119 LOO 0.0290 0.0290 1.00 
1. 25 0 0 000065 0.0099 1052 0.0199 0.01322 1. 62 
0.83 o. 79 0.0065 0.0083 1028 000199 Q.0261 1. 31 
1.66 1.66 0.0065 000077 10 18 000199 0.0245 L 7.3 
00 00 0.0065 ().O065 LOO 0.0199 0.0199 1.00 
200 0 0 000023 0.0032 1. 39 0.0079 000156 1090 
1 0078 000023 000027 10 17 0.0079 000128 1. 62 
2 1054 000023 000026 L 13 000079 000105 1033 
OQ co 000023 000023 LOa 000079 000079 LOO 
~~-~~~-~~--~--~, ~-""'""""--~~~--
" 
· -. . ~. \,; ''; ,/) I,' t t.: .... 
TABLE 6 Cot!PAR~SON OF CHECKERBOf\RD H~TH UN~FOHn LOAD HOi'tENTS ~N I\N EDGE PI\NEL ~ PARALLEL TO EDGE 
Aspect 
Ratio 
alb 
005 
008 
LO 
10 25 
2,,00 
Beam 
Torsional 
St i ffne~:;s 
J J b a 
HUL 
lL~~~~,~.Q 
Positive 
l1eD 
/\veraac Sl[lb~~lornen~s, IVqa 2 
~. -:~~f:.-..-..J--......,..~n _ ~.~ 
ti'?}llent N<':.9>0.!J.Y~",.llomen t 
0' I t ~'- ~1 H (Y, 
'cn n .0 C' "lJL ! len 'CD 
"" Pan e 1 " " , -!-.' 
ex 
CI3 
~~-~--~-~~-~~~~~- ---~~-~-~~~~~~~~~----~~-.-----~-.-~~~ .•.. ~~-~~~'--~~~ 
o 
0078 
1054 
o 
0079 
1.58 
o 
0081 
1062 
o 
0083 
10 66 
o 
1 
2 
o 
1 
2 
o 
0083 
1066 
o 
0081 
1062 
o 
0079 
10 58 
o 
0078 
1054 
000310 
000292 
000286 
000194 
000181 
000177 
000109 
000113 
000115 
000084 
000075 
000072 
000027 
000025 
000024 
000480 
000362 
000330 
000271 
000214 
000196 
0.0173 
000142 
00Q135 
000109 
000085 
000077 
000034 
000027 
000026 
1 ,- 1-a ~);.> 
1024 
1. 15 
1040 
10 18 
1. 11 
1. 59 
1026 
10 17 
1030 
10 13 
1007 
10 26 
1008 
10 13 
1.67 
1. 29 
1. 18 
1.56 
L27 
10 17 
1050 
1.23 
10 14 
1052 
10 28 
10 1 f3 
1039 
1017 
10 13 
000586 
000577 
000572 
000465 
00042.6 
000414 
000376 
000337 
000319 
000287 
000238 
000224 
000129 
000102 
000094 
000794 
000678 
O.OG?8 
o 0 O~)S6 
0001.1·33 
0.0450 
000479 
000379 
0.0348 
0.,0366 
000273 
0002/1-4 
000180 
000124 
000107 
1.36 
10 19 
10 10 
1.20 
10 13 
L09 
1027 
L 13 
L09 
102B 
10 15 
1009 
1039 
10 22 
10 14 
"k Inter i or pane 1 a CB is t-1CS/HUL for an inter i or pune 1 supported 5! m! 1 Fl r 1 y" 
Into"; 
Panel 
a CO 
1.31 
1.22 
1.14 
1.36 
1. 22 
1. 15 
1. 50 
1028 
10 10 
1062 
10 31 
1023 
10 97 
1062 
1 Q 3~3 
,J 
"'-J 
I 
TABLE 7 COHPAR ~ SON OF CUECKERBOARD W ~ TH UN ~ fORH LOAD t10tlENTS ~ N AN EDGE PANEL ~ P ERP END I CULAR TO EDGE 
Aspect 
Ratio 
alb 
005 
008 
100 
1025 
200 
lL~.OO~S~ 
---- ----.--~-- ~~~~. ~~~~-~. ~. ~ . . - "- - . -- ...• - ~~~~~~.~-<~~~~-.. ~-~ .. '~ ... ~. ~~. ~. ~-=.--
___ . __ .. ___ ~ __ ~. _0v~ r~9,-£" Slab f.1om~!)t ~L _tV ga.. _._ .... ~._ .' __ '_" Benm 
TorsionCJl 
Stiffness 
Positive t10mf'!nt Interior ~!eQativc l1oment. E,'{terior NC.!]<:1tiveHornent 
-'-'-'i'1~~~"-~(]~~~! nt Q t'S' t1U~~' ~. ~f.f~; '~dCo~'(nt'~-:;; n~"~"'~ ,.1
CB 
-"==ciZ;"i'-~t:* t,\ 
J J b a 
- '~Jl 
o 
0078 
1054 
o 
1 
2 
000336 000493 
000305 000363 
000295 0003~1 
o 0 000173 000263 
0079 0083 000172 000211 
1058 1066 000171 000195 
o 
0081 
1062 
o 
0083 
1066 
o 
1 
2 
o 000154 000195 
0081 000137 000150 
1062 000131 000138 
o 000063 000099 
0079 0000Q4 000082 
1058 000065 000076 
o 000025 000033 
0078 000024 000027 
1054 000024 000026 
1047 
10 19 
1 0 12 
1052 
1023 
10 14 
10 27 
10 10 
1005 
1057 
1028 
10 17 
1032 
10 13 
1008 
Panel rnne] Pane] 
exes 
1067 
1029 
10 1£3 
10 56 
1027 
10 17 
1050 
10 23 
10 14 
10 52 
10 28 
10 18 
1039 
10 17 
10 13 
000640 000810 
000612 000683 
000598 000639 
000415 000539 
000404 000475 
000401 000449 
000290 000431 
000290 0,,0364-
000291 0,,0342 
000202 000320 
000199 000264 
000199 0002.43 
000082 000156 
000080 000118 
000079 000103 
ex a 
,_=~_~~C~~ .. ~.~~_~. ~_~. ~.~_~._ ~_ ~.' CD 
102·7 
10 12 
10 07 
1030 
1 0 1 n 
1 0 1? 
1049 
1026 
10 10 
1 0 58 
1032 
1022 
1 0 90 
1 0 t1-0 
1030 
1031 
1022 
10 14 
1036 
to 22 
10 15 
10 50 
1" 213 
10 1[3 
loG2 
10 31 
10 23 
1097 
loG2 
1033 
o 0 
000282 000352 1025 
000371 000433 . 1016 
o 0 
000195 000 ;,.41. 
o 0 025~) CL 0305 
o 0 
000145 000191 
000194 0 0 02:33 
o 0 
000100 000134 
000132 0001 Gil 
o 0 
000040 000061 
ODOO~J 000071 
1024 
10 18 
1032 
L20 
10311-
1 02/1-
10 53 
1 0 :31 
10 31 
1" 22 
10 14 
1036 
10 22 
10 15 
1050 
10 28 
10 1B 
1062 
1031 
1 Q 2;3 
109£3 
1062 
10 33 
* ~nter~or panel a CB is MCB/MUL for an interior panel supported simi larlyo 
, 
-...j 
co 
I 
;1 il",'''';\ 
TABLE 8 CONPA!U SON OF CHECKERBOARD H ~TH UtH ff)m~ LOAD !lONENTS H! A COrJ1E.!l PANEL 
Aspect 
Ratio 
alb 
005 
008 
1 Q 0 
1025 
200 
Beam 
Ton"i i ona 1 
Stiffness 
Positive Homent 
J
a 
~Jb 
HUL Mea a co 
o 
0078 
1054 
o 
1 
2 
000393 000522 
000324 000368 
000306 000333 
o 0 000234 000291 
00790083 000190 000214 
1058 10 66 000102 000199 
o 0 000156 000196 
0081 0081 000134 000148 
10 62 1062 000128 000137 
o 0 000088 000112 
000075 000084 
000071 000077 
01183 0079 
1066 1058 
o 
1 
2 
o 000029 000035 
0078 000026 000028 
1054 000025 000026 
1033 
10 14 
1009 
1024 
10 13 
1009 
1026 
1010 
1007 
1027 
1 «> 12 
1004 
1 021 
1008 
1.04 
H ~ 00. l( ~~ 0 
~,~~~_. t .. "' ........ ~~~ ..• 
~"~v-~~;~~-:=; 1 ;,'b~~~~~:t);~-;"-t~;~l~f~'~~-=~==~~'" ~~~=~-"=".=" .=.~,~~c~,=,·O"'" 
.~~~~~,-, ~rrt?';~7r~T.k;g~t1vc·-·}1om0.r1i:-=r'~~~ E~(te r i or Neg~ t i \Ie Hom~n t 
tf~;'~~='" . N C~' ~~O,~~'" "Tl~ t 0 (\' ff~~~'~ ,. H ~-D -~~ "~=Q~ n'" '1'r'lt' 0 '(', I nt" ('c 
Panel 
ex CO 
1067 
1029 
1 0 18 
1056 
1027 
1 Q 17 
1050 
1023 
10 14 
] 052 
1028 
L 18 
1039 
10 17 
1 0 13 
P{-;llcl Pane] 
-~~. ,'~=~~'~~'~ ~~~~.~, ,_~,~,~,~~_~" "<-.~ . ,~'~,~ ..-.,~ .. ~.~,,~~ ~F.~~ 
000716 
000644 
0,,0617 
000520 
000449 
000429 
000401 
00033f) 
000321 
00029B 
0.,0241 
O~0226 
000846 
0,,0692 
0,,0641 
OQ0603 
000490 
0.,0459 
000408 
0003713 
000348 
0.,0;370 
000270 
000250 
01>0134 000 H31 
000103 000123 
000094 ObOl05 
10 18 
LOU 
1004 
1 Q 1 G 
1., 09 
L,07 
1 C1?.2 
1,,11 
1., 08 
L24 
10 12 
Ll1 
1035 
1., 19 
1 n 12 
10 31 
L :!2. 
10 14 
1., 36 
1022 
1" 15 
1050 
1., 2U 
L 18 
1062 
L31 
L 23 
1097 
L,62 
1.,33 
o 0 
000298 000354-
000306 000435 
o 0 
10 29 
1 c 13 
Or0218 000247 1013 
000279 000308 1010 
o 0 
0 0 0170 000197 1016 
0,,0217 000239 1010 
o 0 
On0125 000146 
10 0 0 1 :) 1 0 0 0 1 68 
o 0 
10 17 
10 11 
000052 000064 1023 
000063 000073 1016 
L31 
L22 
10 14 
1036 
10 2.2 
10 15 
1050 
10 28 
10 18 
1062 
1031 
10 23 
1097 
L62 
1.33 
* Interior panel a CB is MCS/MUL for an interior panel supported simi 1arlyo 
I 
....., 
~o 
I 
!\.spect 
R2t ~ () 
2/b 
-80-
TAB LE 9 COKPAR G SON OF STR fi P W ~ TH UN ~ FORti LOAD MOMENTS D N BEAMS 
Beam 
Flexural 
St 1 ffness";,:' 
H 
a 
o 
100 
o 
O L o • 
o 
0.63 
1025 
2050 
6 0 25 
o 
100 
200 
4~O 
1000 
.0 
000113 
000139 
000155 
0.0162 
000165 
o 
00014·0 
000185 
000219 
0.0245 
000266 
o 
000154 
000208 
000253 
000290 
000321 
o 
0,,0169 
000231 
000284 
000329 
000367 
o 
000210 
000278 
0~0332 
O~0376 
000412 
J = K = 0 
o 
000378 
000433 
000482 
o 
0.0314 
000435 
000527 
000504 
000673 
o 
000380 
000503 
000600 
000679 
0 .. 0744 
o 
000426 
000554 
000651 
000729 
000792 
o 
000522 
000640 
0~0722 
0~0784 
000830 
2005 
2025 
2045 
2067 
2 0 91 
2024 
2035 
2041 
2 0 45 
2053 
2,,47 
2042 
2037 
2034 
2032 
2052 
2 0 40 
2029 
2021 
20 16 
2049 
2030 
2 ~ 18 
2~09 
2001 
/ 
/ 
o ~ 0 
Oc0252 00032 
000278 00036 
000285 00038 
000284 00039 
000275 000400 
o 
000315 
000371 
000406 
000·4·28 
000442 
o 
000345 
000417 
000469 
000510 
000542 
o 
000376 
000462 
000530 
000586 
000633 
o 
0,,040 
00048 
00054 
00059 
000626 
o 
00048 
00054 
00062 
00069 
000743 
102.7 
1028 
1031 
i 04-5 
1027 
1029 
1033 
1038 
.'1042 
} 
., , 
. / 
/ /' 
/ 
I 
I I 
I 
I 
.. 81-
Plan 
Sectic~ 
FEG. 2e 1 LAYOUT OF FLAT PL4l:.TE TEST STRUCnmE (FI) 
1-
I 
FtG. 2.2 
-82-
5 f-O~ 
Deep Beam 
2" x 6" 
, Sect~on 
-~-~I~enter of Searing 
L. I • f"" 1 ~3u ~cJ l2.'. untercor ~o ~n ~ ~~ 
5 r -or: 
LAYOUT OF FLAT S~S TEST STRUCTURES (F2, F3) 
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2f'- ~ t-o~ ~_~ r~t: 5t -ot:: 2~ 
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~ ~r ~I . ~I r ! I 
-Edge Co 1 umn 4" ~ 6" 
_ID1 
f(ote: OImension n ::c 16-S/8e1 En Typical Two-\!ay Slab (T1) and 
he :: 1 ~-7/8u i n T~-Wc;y Slab t'ti th Sna 110iH Beams (T2) 
c 
fEG. 2.3 LAYOUT OF T~~~a-~i.;r SLAB TEST STRUCTURES (Tl, T2) 
t:~2X [mu:n PO~. i t i ve and 
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K2~ t mum '~ega t i ve Seam KOOlen t s 
Ti i T2 
-84- . 
~llliitllil I I I t 
! I I I 
f{cte: Keavy 1i nes i nd i cate sect ions of rr~xJmi zed mO;1'!ent 
Circles indicate locations of ma~crnczed deflection 
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F£G. 2.6 COKPARISO~ OF PATTERW WITti UWiFORM LOAD STRAe~S 
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f Hi • 2. 7 C~ PAR r s O~ OF PATTERN \1 ~ TH Uf~ f fORM LOAO STRA ff~ S 
ACROSS NEGATiVEMOME~T SECT~O~ZS 
k·:: . .,·.e, 5J;~;¢o 
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P.PPEND~X A 
A 0 i Backa round 
The s[mpl1fication of a three=dimerosfonal slab to a two-dimensional 
frame has been u~ed ror some timeo The frame analysis appeared fn the lS4i 
I\C[ Cede 2S the EtElastic. AnalysIstC but had been used prier to that t~rr~e in 
analyzlng and designing floor slabso 
The frame 2r1alysfs as glve:r in the ACt Code has ~e\!eral cir2"'(b2Ckso 
Sy assuming an infinite mo;nent of iroertIa at the joints betv,;'een the columns 
and slabs. the sections are given too great a stiffness~ In reducing the 
negative mo~ents to a critical section so~e distance fro~ the colu~~ center-
lfne~ the advantage of a solutIon based o~ statics is lost 2nd the mo~ents 
revert to those used in the Empirical KethodQ 
Corley (27) proposed a frame analysis which alleviated some of 
the problems in the AC~ Code E1astic Analysisc Ho;,~ever~ the method proposed 
was not used to determine the effects of pattern loads and in that respect 
!t had certain shortcomingso 
The method proposed here is basically a modif!cation of the analysis 
proposed by Corleyo Several changes have been made in order to enable use 
for strip loadings and coverage of slabs supported on beams o The analysis 
was used to compute the moments in the five test structures and the results 
of this study are given in Tables Al, A2 and A3 where comparisons with the 
measured moments are includedo 
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Ao2 Procedure 
The procedure is d1sc:.ussed in this sect~on in general terms" tt 
may be applied to flat slabs or flat p12tes~ with or without drop panels 
and to tKo=way slabso The f1~ures are given far a flat slab whIch is the 
most co~?lex case. Modifications to be made for various elements af other 
types of siabs are included In the pertlnent d~scussiono 
The first step In any frame analysis involves removing a section 
one panel Itil de f r 0:11 the 5 1 a b s t r 11 c t u rea S 5 h at'! n i n Fag .. " ~ &-' •. 0 i" The cress 
section of 2il interior bay of this frame 1s sho.'m in Fig" A .. 10 The areas 
for the moments of inertia of the varnot.1s sections a10ng the frame are shO"\~n .. 
The ~/E~ diagram for the slab may be used to determlne moment distribution 
constants and fixed-end moments by normal procedureso For a two=way slab 
\j{tuere a beam spans beti:~een COlumns the moment of [nertia ~P.A flS co:nputed on 
the bas~s of an assumed T-beam sect~ono The flange dimensions are determined 
by a 45 degree line drawn fro~ the bottom edge of the beamc 
Assumed I-beam Section 
Sketch A 
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It should be noted that the mo~ent of inertia at the column (from 
the face of the column to the column center 110e) is based on the mo~ent of 
lnertia of the slab im~eGi2tely surrounding the columno The mo~ent of inertia 
establ ished for two reasonso It increases the moment of inertia at the column 
whi Ie maintaining it at a level considerably less than assumed in the AC[ Codeo 
The equation also covers the condftion of a slab mo~olithic with very ~ide 
columnso The maximum condition of a wall cZ/LZ = l~O is covered since lee = ~ 
The computatlon of stfffnesses for the columns ls considerably more 
involvedo it was shO!{n in Chapter 4· that the positive mo:nent in a s1ab 
increases under strip loads even ~f rigid columns are usedc in a frame with 
infinite column stiffness, no change would be computedc 
necessary to consider the section at the columns as a beam-column co~bination 
in which the beam across the column could rotate even though the column was 
infini tely stiff .. The resulting section may be 1 ikened to a uhammerhead .. te 
I 
~ ~I ," 
c-
~ 1 
J_L------+--" 
I 
I 
Sketch B 
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!n the case of an edge beam, such a section is quite obviouso Some of the 
mo~ent is transferred fro~ the slab directly to the column and the remainder 
Is transferred first to the beam and then to the columnso it can be seen 
that a rig~d column does not preclude the rotatfon of the beam with respect 
t.O the co 1 umrts·o 
!n order to determine the stlffness of this beam-column comblnation~ 
accordrtl,g to the Cross d~stributlo~ procedure the fol1o~~lIr:g equatIon ~s usedc 
,-,-,here 
= 
Kbc = stiffness of the beam-column combination 
ffi 1 = a distributed torque applied along the axis of the beam 
e 
t 
= total rotat~c~ of the end of the column due to bending 
in the column 
= average rotaticn~ due to twistfng~ of the beam with 
,respect to the columno 
(A 0 1) 
The stiffness of the column can be determined by Eqo Aol if ffi 1, 
Gf and Bt are knOr!no 
The valu.e of Bf is independent of the distr~but!on of torque aiong 
the beam or the beam torsional stiffness since the total applied torque 
ultlmately is resisted by the columno The moment of inertia of the column 
[s computed on the basis of gross cross section below the capital (if one 
ex[sts) and then varies linearly from the base of the capital to the base 
of the slab where it !s infinityo !t is infinitely stiff from the ba~e of 
the slab to the center of slab (t l/2 or t 2/2 if a drop panel is used) 0 
The computation of 9 t requires several simplifying assumptionso 
The tWisting moment (applied by the slab) is assumed to be triangularly 
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distr!buted along the bea~c ff no beom fra8es 1nto the column~ a portion 
of the slab equal to the width of the column is assumed to offer the 
torsional reslstaGCeo [f a beam frames fnto the column~ T~be2m action is 
assumed as shOt:{n Crt Sketch Ao The port f on of the beam d! reet 1 y above the 
column or capital is assumed to undergo no rotatione 
The method of determlniGg the value of e~ is illustrated in 
'-
1-'2 ~s the dIstance between coh.mm center iineso The unit twisting mo:nent 
is appl&ed according to a trlangular d!str1buticn a10ng the column center~ 
lineo A triangular dls~r~butlon is used since the mo~ent ~n the slab tends 
to be attracted to't!,lard the stfffest sectIon ¥·.!hich is the coiumno The ti.'.:isting 
mO:i1ent dlagram is parabo1ic as Sho.'l!fl in FiSo Ao2co Once the tvdsting mo:nent 
15 kLiQ\Tl at each sect[Cii the f:~~t rot,2trcrc dL~:gn::m can be expressed by the 
equation ~ = T/C~o and for the b~am In this case the expression is 
where 
= I G 
~ = angle of twist per ~nat of length 
T tw ~ st i 119 moment 
= a constant which 5S a function of the cross section 
the length (the larger dimensnon) of each rectangular 
section of the beam 
the height (the sma!!er dfimensDon). of each rectangular 
section of the beam 
L summation of all rectangutiar sections 
G = shearing modulus of elasticityv G = 2{~~l ~ ~ = 0 for concreteo 
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For the beam=column combination sha~n in Fig. A.2a the average effective 
angle of rotation is taken as one=third the area of one of the parabolas 
s h o:m ~ n F i 9 c .A. 2 d 0 This yields the fol!a~tn9 express~on for e 0 t 
r, 8 = t 36 GE j,., 1:
1
h
1
.) 
.• C '<'" 1. • ~ 3 h. The sectIon constant· = ~ ~ Dl~l may ue eva1ucted by dividing the -:" - b earn 
section ~nto rectangular parts which can then be considered separatelyo 
Th~s may result in a Sm2! 1 error but is sufficiently accurate for this 
procedureo A chart has been given in Fig. A.3 for determining ~ as 2 
function b./h, c (Taken fro:n R.eference 28) 0 
I ! 
After the values or 8 f and et have been com?uted the stiffness 
K. can be determlned and the distribution constants 2nd f!xed~end moments 
be 
are nOd knO'.!{n for the frame. The moments at the column center 1 irses 0;:"1 the 
i!ne fra~e can be determinedQ 
S~nce the columns have finite dimensions, it is necessary to 
reduce the negative moments to the critical or design sectionso To do 
th~S3 an 2ss~~~t1on must be made concerning the shear dnstributiono Sat!s~ 
factory results are obtained if the shear is assumed to be dfistributed 
uniformly about ~he perimeter of the supportso ~n the case of a flat slab 
the shea~ is ~0;fc~mly d~stributed around the periphery of the capital and 
in a two-way slab it ~s uniformly distributed along the face of the beam 
and coiumno The center of reaction is taken as the critical section and 
the moments are corrected to the center of reaction from the column center 
lineo 
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~t should be pointed out that this method was developed primari ly 
for an tnterlor strIp of pane1so K~"!everv the necessary assu;nptioL1s have 
been given WhLCh may be extended .for analys!s of a wall strip having a v!idth 
of one=naif paneio Due to the lack or sym~etry and the additlonai torsnor,21 
and f'exura] deformations of an edge beams the results may be Jess satisfactoryo 
The procedure outlined in the preceding section was appl~ed to an 
interlor strip (one=pane~ width) of each of the fIve test structureso The 
results of the procedure were compared with the measured mo~ents ~n these 
str~ps to determine whether the ~ncre2se in mo~ent due to strip loads and 
the absolute mo~ent at the critical sectrons could be estimatedo 
The measured uniform and strip load mo~ents are given for each 
slebo The mOrilent ratio! 15 co:nputed for both measured 2rGd co:nputed mo:nents" 
The value of f3 was taken into consideration In computing the mOJ'tentso The 
values of measured mo~ent in F19 F2 and F3 were obtained by combinfing mfiddle 
and coiumn strep mo~ent5o tin the case of the two=way slabs v til and T2 the 
measured moments given for the nnterior strsp vtere composed of the inter-Bor 
beam moments and the interior slab momentso Snnce no slab m~~ents were 
obtafined under str!p loads in the twoQway slabs v it was necessary t~ use 
the measured maximum beam moments an conjunctBon wBth the uniform load slab 
momentso ~t was felt that the strip load slab moments would have-been 
approximately eq~al to the uniform load momentso 
~n making compar~sons between absolute moments at a section D it 
must be remembered that the frame analysts .!S based on st~tics and the full 
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• (' f='. d . )" 1 statIc mo~ent .tne sum 0, positIve an average negative moments 65 always 
present in any given bayo The measured ~oments tended to be slightly less 
than the static mo~ent in most bayso This ~s e5pec~ally true ~n end bays 
where the exterior negatlve slab mo~ent [s difficult to analyze accuratelyo 
Pl:"OVtces suffEcler:t momei1t capaclt.y at a s.ectnon to de21 wIth l:rdform or 
srr~p loads w~thout excesslve cver=design~ngo 
The mo~ents in the l~terior strip of structure F1 are given in 
Table Alo .A compartson of the moment ratfios for measured and computed 
moments indfcate that the frame analysis was quite accurate for pattern 
load effect So The co:nputed absolute vah.les of posnteve moments were neariy 
equal to the measured valueso Negat~ye mc~ents were higher by the frame 
values may have been less than the static momenta Only at the exterior 
negative sections ~s there a serious discrepancy and it may be explained 
partially by a general reduct~on of stiffness due to cracking ~n the bearno. 
column con~ectGon at the exterior col~mno 
The moments nn struct~res f2 and F3 are 90ven fin Table A20 ~t can 
be seen that the moment rat los compare favorablyo The only large deviation 
in mome~t ratios is that at the tnterior positive section in F20 The 
abso1ute Qoments at that section are smal] and a sma~] abSOlute moment change 
resu!ts nn a scgniflcant change i~ relative mo~ent~o The act~al value of 1 
is probably between 1018 and 10 600 
Absol(Ute moment comparisons bebJeen F2 and f3 shOtN that the 
measured moments are less 1n F3 than fin F20 ~t can be seen that the absolute 
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~21ues of measured and com?uted moments compare favorably in structure F20 
Ha~veverD measured moments are tess than computed in F3 and ~t is likely 
that the measured moments are 10d ~t1 F3" The largest devL2tlon betl!x'een 
measured and co~puted moments is at the deep beam edge exterior negative 
section where the computed values are in excess of measured momentso In 
making the adjustment of moment to the critical section, it was assumed 
that the shear was d1strlbuted unlfo~mly along the supports a~d En the case 
or the deep beam, the center of reaction is very near the column center line 
so 1 E t t 1 e co rrect ion ¥J2S necessC. ryo [n v i eh~ of the measured momen ts D it 
appea~s that the actual center of reaction Is a greater distance fro~ the 
column center line than assumed" 
The ~oments In structures Tl and T2 are listed in Table A30 The 
co~~~ted GO~Ent ratios for beth structures co~pare favorably ~~th ths measured 
valueso The most serious difference occurs at the exterior negative section 
of 110 HO/lever 9 the trends indicated by Fig" 309 sho/J that the measured beam 
moment was excessively high at that locat~ono The compar~$ons of absolute 
moment vary 10=20 percent at some sectionso ~t should be remembered that 
the total mo~ent is provided for in each bay and no serIous diffGcult~es 
wo~ld ar~se fiT these moments were used for design momentso The des~gn of 
struct~re T2 indicated that although the distribut~on of moment was not as 
favorable as might be desired the structure behaved satisfactorilyo (See 
fn sum~arY9 the computed moments g~ven in this sectnon for the 
test structures compared well w~th the measured momentso ~t is felt that 
the proposed frame analysis is adequate in determnnirug the moments under 
uniform 9r pattern loads and that it is sufficnently broad to enable 
ana!ysns of a range of panel sIzes and supportso 
TABLE A 1 
Section 
CONPARJ SON OF MEASURED W~TH COHPUIED nm'1EJHS ~N STRUCfl.H1,E Fl? f3 :::~ 0072 
~nterior Strlp9 One=Panel Wide" 
"" - + + E,){ t 0 H Ex t 0 H ~ n toN ~ n l 0 ~'l + ~ntoM ExtoM ExtoM 
ShallO'dl'Beam I l-------j---- 111----------f----
o
-
ee
J Beam 
Moment Coefficients of 3 qi.'l 
Measured Uniform Load Moments 00027 00049 00065 00064 00040 00050 00050 00047 00034 
Measured Maximum Moments 00021 00052 00068 00067 00044 00063 00063 00048 00026 
Moment Ratio 9 )' 1006 1004 10 05 10 10 L09 1009 1002 
Computed Un~form Load Moments 00043 00049 00074 00068 00038 00069 00075 00049 00056 
Computed Maximum Moments 00049 00054 00078 0" 0·75 00049 0,,075 OJ)78 00055 00063 
Homent Ratio ll )' 10 14 10 10 L05 1 0 10 1029 1009 1004 10 12 10 13 
,':.1 
,f:>. 
0 
I 
'r "'.1 
.. ' . .. ~ .. 
TABLE A2 C0l1PAR ~ SON OF ~1EA5URED \-I ~ Til COnrUTED f·WHENTS ~ N STfUJCrUflES F2 AND F3 
~nterior Strip p One~Panel Wide 
Section ExtoH + ~ n to!! => + Intol1 + + Ext 011 IntoH ExtoN Ex to 11 
Shall0~/~ l 1- l------t-~ Dee~IDeam 
t10mcnt Coefficients of qa 3 
l!:ructure F2, (3 ::: 00[35 
Measured Uhiform Load Moments 00025 00042 00058 00062 0 .. 02.9 00061 0 0065 00038 0~025 
Measured Haximum Moments 00027 0 0 049 00079 00072 00033 00067 0,,071 0,,042 0~025 
Homent Ratio 9 /' 1 I> 08 10 17 10 16 10 16 L 18 10 10 L09 1., 11 1., 00 
Computed Uniform Lo~d Moments 0002.4 0 0 045 0,,072 00062 o 0 02~) 00062 O~O71 0~044 0~040 
Computed ,Maximum Moments 00030 00053 0,,078 00073 00041 00072 00077 00052 0~048 
Moment Ratio p r 10 25 L, 18 L08 10 18 1 "G4 1" 16 10 oe 10 18 10 20 
~ 
Structure F3 p (3 ::: 0078 .f:. -' 
~ 
Measured Uniform Load Moments 00029 00038 00057 00055 00023 00058 00060 00034 00024 
Measured Maximum Moments 00034 00042 00060 0,,058 00037 00060 OoOGl 00039 00027 
Homent Ratio 9 r 10 17 1 0 11 1005 1c,05 1060 1003 1002 10 15 10 12 
I 
Computed Uniform Load Moments 00024 00045 00072 00062 00025 00062 00071 00044 00040 
Computed Maximum Moments 00031 00054- 00077 00073 00043 00073 00077 0~053 00049 
Moment Ratio, r 1029 10 20 1008 1., 18 1072 1018 100S 1.20 1023 
TABLE A3 COMPAlU SON OF MEASURED H ~ TH CQtWUTEO t10HENTS ~ N STRUCTURCS T 1 I\ND T 2 
~nt~rior Strips Onc=Panel Wide 
Section ExtoH = + ~ntoH """ + E:Kt 0 t1 ~nt:oH r-- --I l I--
Moment Coefficients of qa 3 
Structure Tl~ ~ = 008 1 
Measured Un!form Load Moments 00043 0 0046 00079 00071 00036 
Measured Maximum Moments 00057 00054 00090 000B3 0·0 042 
Noment Ratio v I 1033 1 0 17 10 14 L 17 1" 17 
Computed Uniform load Moments 00029 00054 00081 (L070 00036 
Computed Maximum Moments 00033 0006! 00083 0007B O.,O~;O .~ 1"-.1 
Homent Ratio D I 10 14 1 0 13 
I 1003 10 11 1039 
Structure T2~ ~ ~ 0066 
Measured Uniform Load Moments 0,,036 00056 00069 0,,061 00045 
Measured Maximum Moments 0.,041 00060 00077 Oo06!t 000117 
Homent Ratio 9 Y 10 14 1007 Ll?. 1005 1005 
Computed Un~form Load Moments 00044 00049 00076 00068 00038 
Computed Maximum Moments 00051 00052 00070 00073 00046 
t10ment Ratio 9 r 10 16 1006 1003 L07 1021 
[ 
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